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SUMMARY

This document provides a summary of work completed by SRA, for the period 20 August 2009 to 28 February 2013 under contract FA8650-09-D-6939-0013.

Air Force (AF) and Department of Defense (DoD) personnel are called upon to operate all over the world with the Global War on Terror, humanitarian relief operations, various coalition operations, foreign internal defense, etc. With its global reach and responsibilities, the DoD needs to monitor and understand ongoing situations, to anticipate new situations that will require responses, and to influence the outcomes. Much of the information needed to effectively understand, anticipate, and influence these situations and to operate in them is found in foreign language speech and text; however, there is a critical lack of linguists to understand and/or translate this material. To address the linguist shortfall and the sheer volume of potentially applicable foreign language material for military applications, the Human Language Technology (HLT) group of 711 HPW/RHXS is investigating the development and utility of automatic speech recognition (ASR), machine translation (MT), natural language processing (NLP), speech synthesis (SS) and other speech and language processing technologies.

The overall purpose of this work is to support research being conducted within the 711 HPW/RHXS’s Speech and Communication Research, Engineering, Analysis, and Modeling (SCREAM) laboratory. Work in the SCREAM laboratory includes the development of capabilities for speech recognition of foreign languages and speech-to-speech translation.

The focus of this task will be on ASR, MT, and SS, especially methods for rapidly developing spoken language translation systems (SLTS) and text translation system (TTS) in new domains and languages, especially Less Commonly Taught Languages (LCTL) of interest to current and future military operations. In particular, this subtask seeks to develop MT and SS algorithms that are frugal in their requirements for human-transcribed training data.
1.0 INTRODUCTION

This document provides a summary of work completed by SRA International for the period 20 August 2009 to 28 February 2013 under contract FA8650-09-D-6939-00014.

Section 2 describes experiments and accomplishments in Automatic Speech Recognition, Machine Translation (MT), Speech Synthesis (SS), Spoken Language Translation Systems (SLTS) / Text Translation Systems (TTS), Laboratory Corpora Support, Named Entity (NE) Detection Benefits, Recognition and Translation Detection Performance Assessment, and English to Urdu Translation, as well as system administration tasks completed that support the research environment.

Section 3 summarizes conclusions drawn from the experiments and makes recommendations for future efforts.
2.0 EXPERIMENTS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS

This section discusses experiments and accomplishments. Section 2.1 covers ASR, Section 2.2
covers MT, Section 2.3 covers SS, Section 2.4 covers SLTS / TTS, Section 2.5 covers
Laboratory Corpora Support, Section 2.6 covers NE Detection Benefits, Section 2.7 covers
Recognition and Translation Detection Performance Assessment, Section 2.8 covers English to
Urdu Translation and Section 2.8.6 covers Laboratory System Administration Support.

Under the Information Operations Cyber Exploitation Research (ICER) contract, work on SMT,
ASR, MT, SLTS, TTS, NE, and related technologies are included in multiple task orders that
support the SCREAM Laboratory. In some cases these task orders may focus on different
languages of interest, however many of the software utilities, algorithms, and procedures many
be applicable to many languages and tasks. Some of the significant experiments and
accomplishments described in this report may also appear in reports for other task orders as the
work was split between multiple task orders.

2.1 Automatic Speech Recognition

This section discusses the ASR experiments that were evaluated. Section 0 discusses how the
Sphinx-4 speech recognition engine was modified to apply class-based feature transforms and
correctly mark Language Model (LM) scores in lattices. Recognition results obtained with
Sphinx-4 are presented for Dari, English, Mandarin, and Pashto. Section 0 describes how an
Arabic ASR system was developed on the Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT4) corpus. Section
0 describes the ASR system components that were developed for the International Workshop on
Spoken Language Translation (IWSLT) 2011 evaluation. Finally, Section 0 summarizes the
ASR experiments and Section 0 provides recommendations for future work.

2.1.1 Sphinx-4 Modifications and Decoding Experiments

This section discusses two modifications that were made to the Sphinx-4 speech recognition
engine [1] and presents results obtained on Dari, English, Mandarin, and Pashto. First, support
was added for applying class-based feature transforms. Feature transforms are used to reduce the
mismatch between an Acoustic Model (AM) and a set of feature vectors. Given a feature vector
\( o \), a transformation matrix \( A \), and a bias vector \( b \), a transformed feature vector can be calculated
as \( Ao + b \). In the simplest case, we can apply a global feature transform whereby one
transformation matrix and bias vector is applied to all features. Alternatively, class-based
transforms group different Gaussian components into classes and apply a different
transformation to each class. This was implemented in Sphinx-4 by allowing the user to specify
an additional model file that associates each Gaussian with a class, and a feature transform file
generated using the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) ToolKit (HTK) [2]. No support was added
for estimating the classes or the feature transforms because this is already provided in HTK.

Second, an error was discovered in the way that Sphinx-4 marks the LM scores in lattices.
Lattices represent multiple hypothesized word sequences using nodes to represent words and arcs
to define the allowable word sequences. Each arc includes an AM score and an LM score.
Figure 1 shows an example of a lattice. Because of the way that alternative hypotheses are
stored in Sphinx-4, the same LM score was applied to all arcs that end in the same word. For
example, in Figure 1 the LM probability associated with the arc connecting \( a \) to \( didn’t \) is
different from the LM probability associated with the arc connecting \( Noah \) to \( didn’t \); however,
both of these arcs were labeled with the same LM probability in Sphinx-4. This was corrected
by modifying the alternate hypothesis manager to store current tokens instead of predecessor tokens.

Lastly, Sphinx-4 was evaluated on Dari, English, Mandarin, and Pashto. The AMs were developed using HTK and the LMs were estimated using the Stanford Research Institute Language Modeling (SRILM) Toolkit [3]. The systems were evaluated on the following corpora: Dari and Pashto on the Spoken Language Communication and Translation System for Tactical Use (TRANSTAC) corpus; English on seven conference presentations downloaded from Technology, Entertainment, and Design (TED),\(^1\) and Mandarin on the HUB4 Broadcast News Speech corpus [4]. This experiment investigated the effects of two different pruning parameters: the maximum number of active HMM states and the maximum number of active words. Table 1 shows the real-time factor and error rate obtained for each language and parameter setting. The error rate for Dari, English, and Pashto is Word Error Rate (WER), and the error rate for Mandarin is Character Error Rate (CER).

2.1.2. Arabic ASR System

An Arabic speech recognition system was developed on the TDT4 Multilingual Broadcast News Speech corpus [5]. Whereas ASR corpora are typically time aligned at the sentence or phrase level, the TDT4 corpus is time aligned at the story level. This can create a problem when performing discriminative training because the lattices become very large due to the long file length. The following procedure was used to create shorter segments for this corpus. First, an HMM system was trained on the data using Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation. Next, word alignments were automatically generated by forced alignment and each story was segmented into shorter utterances by iteratively splitting on long pauses. This procedure reduced the average file length from 70 seconds to 10 seconds. In addition, 32 minutes of English speech was identified and removed.

Wideband and narrowband AMs were trained on the TDT4 corpus using HTK. The bandwidth of each segment was automatically classified using a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) based bandwidth detector. Whereas the wideband models were trained on only the speech data that was classified as wideband, the narrowband models were estimated on all of the data by limiting the filterbank analysis from 125–3800 Hz. Phonemes were modeled using state clustered across word triphones, and the HMMs were discriminatively trained using the Minimum Phone Error (MPE) criterion. The final HMM sets included 4500 shared states with an average of 20 mixtures per state. The feature set for each AM consisted of 12 Mel-Frequency Cepstral

---

\(^1\) Available at: http://www.ted.com
Coefficients (MFCCs), plus energy, with mean normalization applied on a per-utterance basis. Delta, acceleration, and third differential coefficients were appended to form a 52-dimensional feature vector, and Heteroscedastic Linear Discriminant Analysis (HLDA) was applied to reduce the feature dimension to 39.

A trigram LM was estimated on the training transcripts using the SRILM Toolkit. These models were evaluated on four shows from the TDT4 corpus that were excluded from the training data. Decoding was performed in a single pass using the HTK Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recognizer (LVCSR) HDecode. Using bandwidth-dependent AMs yielded a 29.5% WER and decoding all segments using the narrowband AMs yielded a 29.3% WER. Note that the narrowband HMMs were trained with more speech data that the wideband HMMs because approximately 30% of the training utterances were classified as narrowband.

2.1.3. IWLST 2011 ASR System

This section discusses the ASR system components that were developed for the IWSLT 2011 evaluation. AMs were developed on TED Talks, lattice rescoring was applied using 4-gram and 5-gram LMs, and system combination was investigated.

Acoustic data for training AMs were harvested from TED. A total of 826 TED Talk videos and transcripts were downloaded from the internet, and FFmpeg was used to extract 16 kHz audio from each video file. Note that the transcripts provided by TED are not always an exact match to what was spoken and include only coarse time alignments. The following procedure was used to remove incorrectly transcribed sections and generate utterance-level time alignments for the TED data. First, the time marks from the transcripts were used to remove long segments of untranscribed audio from each talk. Since only approximate time alignments are included in the transcripts, each speech segment was first padded by five seconds, and then overlapping sections were joined to form a single segment. A total of 1251 speech segments were extracted from the 826 TED Talks.

Next, word alignments were automatically generated for each speech segment using an HTK system trained on the HUB4 English Broadcast News corpora [6, 7]. Phonemes were modeled using state clustered across word triphones, and the HMMs were discriminatively trained using

Table 1: Sphinx-4 Results on Dari, English, Mandarin, and Pashto

The error rate for Dari, English, and Pashto is WER, and the error rate for Mandarin is CER.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>HMM Pruning</th>
<th>Word Pruning</th>
<th>Real-Time factor</th>
<th>Error Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dari</td>
<td>25k</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>41.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10k</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>42.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>25k</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>31.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10k</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>32.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandarin</td>
<td>25k</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>19.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10k</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>19.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pashto</td>
<td>25k</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>37.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10k</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>38.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

2 http://iwslt2011.org
3 Available at: http://ffmpeg.org
the MPE criterion. The final HMM set included 4500 shared states with an average of 24 mixtures per state. The feature set included 12 Perceptual Linear Prediction (PLP) coefficients, plus the zeroth coefficient, with mean normalization applied on per utterance basis. Delta, acceleration, and third differential coefficients were appended to form a 52 dimensional feature vector, and HLDA was applied to reduce the feature dimension to 39. A total of 1224 segments from 807 different TED Talks were successfully aligned. The word alignments were used to further split each segment into utterances appropriate for training a speech recognition system. Utterance boundaries were first defined by any pause greater than $L = 0.75$ seconds. Next, $L$ was decreased by 0.1 and all utterances longer than 20 seconds were reprocessed. This procedure was repeated until all segments were shorter than 20 seconds or $L = 0.15$. This yielded 85504 utterances.

Finally, closed caption filtering [8] was applied to sequester utterances from the TED data that may include transcription errors. Each utterance was decoded using HDecode with the HUB4 HMMs and a trigram LM that was estimated on the transcripts for that TED Talk. All LMs discussed in this section were trained using the SRILM Toolkit. The recognizer outputs were compared to the transcripts and the WER was calculated for each utterance. The WER across all files was 7.1%. A total of four different partitions were created by selecting utterances with WERs less than 20%, 30%, 50%, 100%, and an HMM system was trained on each partition using HTK. The HMMs used the sample model typology and feature set as the HUB4 HMMs, except that the HMMs included 4500–7500 shared states with an average of 20–28 mixtures per state and discriminative training was not applied to reduce development time. The IWSLT dev2010 partition was decoded using each HMM set and a trigram LM that was estimated from the TED text data provided by IWSLT. Table 2 shows the WERs obtained.

The final training partition was created by selecting utterances with a WER less than 20%, and the HMMs included 6000 shared states with an average of 28 mixtures per state. This system was re-evaluated on the IWSLT dev2010 partition using a two pass recognition strategy with Constrained Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression (CMLLR) transforms in the second pass. This system yielded a 26.9% WER. Applying discriminative training reduced the WER to 23.6%, and applying Speaker Adaptive Training (SAT) reduced the WER to 22.6%. Decoding was also performed using an interpolated trigram LM estimated from the following IWSLT 2011 data sets: TED, Europarl, News Commentary, and News 2007–2011. This system yielded a 19.5% WER.

The previous experiments were evaluated using automatically derived segments for the dev2010 partition. An additional experiment was performed using the time marks provided in the reference files to derive the segments. This reduced the WER to 18.5%. Next, the lattices output from the second pass recognizer were rescoring using 4-gram and 5-gram interpolated LMs. These LMs were trained on the same data set as the trigram LM used in the recognizer. Rescoring with the 4-gram LM yielded a 17.8% WER and rescoring with the 5-gram LM yielded an 18.0% WER. Based on these results, the ASR system for the IWSLT 2011 evaluation utilized 4-gram rescoring. This system is referred to as TED-IWSLT11 in the remainder of this section.
The final experiment attempted to combine the output from three different ASR systems. The first system was the TED-IWSLT11 system. The second system used the same LMs and decoding strategy as the TED-IWSLT11 system, except that the AMs were trained on the HUB4 English Broadcast News Speech corpus. The final system was developed on TED data using the Kaldi Speech Recognition Toolkit [9]. The WERs of the individual systems were 17.8%, 22.6%, and 27.7%, respectively. Combining the outputs using the SRover software⁴ from the University of Brno yielded an 18.6% WER, and combining the outputs using the rover software⁵ from the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) yielded a 19.2% WER.

---

Table 2: WERs on IWSLT Dev2010 Obtained Using AMS Trained on TED Data

Closed caption filtering was applied using four different WER selection cutoffs. HMMs were trained with 4500–7000 shared states and an average of 20–28 mixtures per state.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WER Cutoff</th>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>Shared States</th>
<th>Average Mixtures</th>
<th>WER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20%</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>4500 20</td>
<td>4500 24</td>
<td>30.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4500 28</td>
<td>4500 28</td>
<td>29.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6000 20</td>
<td>6000 24</td>
<td>29.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6000 28</td>
<td>6000 28</td>
<td>29.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7500 20</td>
<td>7500 24</td>
<td>29.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7500 28</td>
<td>7500 28</td>
<td>28.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30%</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>4500 20</td>
<td>4500 24</td>
<td>30.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4500 28</td>
<td>4500 28</td>
<td>29.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6000 20</td>
<td>6000 24</td>
<td>29.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6000 28</td>
<td>6000 28</td>
<td>29.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7500 20</td>
<td>7500 24</td>
<td>28.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7500 28</td>
<td>7500 28</td>
<td>29.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>6000 20</td>
<td>6000 24</td>
<td>29.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6000 28</td>
<td>6000 28</td>
<td>28.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100%</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>6000 20</td>
<td>6000 24</td>
<td>29.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6000 28</td>
<td>6000 28</td>
<td>29.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

⁴ Available at: http://speech.fit.vutbr.cz/software/hmm-toolkit-stk
⁵ Available at: http://www.itl.nist.gov/iad/mig/tools
2.1.4. Summary

The Sphinx-4 speech recognition engine was modified to apply class-based feature transforms and correctly mark LM scores in lattices. The recognizer performance was compared using two different pruning parameters on Dari, English, Mandarin, and Pashto. The best error rates obtained for each language were as follows: 41.6% WER on Dari, 31.1% WER on English, 19.3% CER on Mandarin, and 37.7% WER on Pashto.

An Arabic ASR system was developed on the TDT4 corpus. The story level transcripts were automatically segmented into shorter utterances so that discriminative training could be applied. Narrowband and wideband AMs were developed using HTK, and a trigram LM was estimated using the SRILM Toolkit. Decoding the development set using bandwidth dependent AMs yielded a 29.5% WER, and decoding all segments with the narrowband AMs yielded a 29.3% WER.

An English ASR system was developed for the IWSLT 2011 evaluation. Acoustic training data were harvested from TED and time aligned transcripts were automatically created using closed caption filtering. AMs were developed using HTK and evaluated on the IWSLT dev2010 partition. An improvement in system performance was obtained by discriminatively training the HMMs, applying SAT, decoding with an interpolated LM, and rescoring with a 4-gram LM. The best WER was 17.8%.

2.1.5. Recommendations for Future Work

Compared to recognition lattices generated by HDecode, Sphinx-4 lattices do not typically include as many hypothesized word sequences. It might be beneficial to investigate alternative algorithms for creating the lattices.

The Arabic ASR system did not apply SAT because the speaker identities were not known. One possible workaround would be to automatically cluster the segments. Another potential area for improvement would be using additional text data to estimate the LM.

No improvement in WER was obtained on the IWSLT dev2010 partition by combining the outputs from three different ASR systems. This may be because the difference in WER between the best and worst system is 9.9% absolute. An improvement in system performance might be obtained by combining systems with more comparable WERs or using a different method for system combination.

2.2 Machine Translation

Statistical MT is one of the main research efforts of the 711HPW/RHXS SCREAM Laboratory. Research included the development and extension of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Lincoln Laboratory (MIT/LL) MIT/LL-AFRL SMT System (SMT2).

2.2.1. SMT2 Improvements

The SCREAM Lab works with MIT/LL on the SMT2 SMT system. In the course of various experiments and evaluations, extensions to the system are necessary to improve performance and implement additional functionality.

Word Aligners: Word alignment is an important step in the SMT process that occurs after sentence alignment. After sentence alignment identifies sentences that are translations of one
another, the process is repeated at the word level. Word alignment may result in one-to-one or one-to-many mappings of words from the source to the target language.

Several word alignment programs were tested to see if they could improve the overall word alignment of the SMT2 system. The Posterior Constrained Toolkit (PostCAT) word aligner performance is less than that of GIZA, the standard word aligner. However, combining GIZA and PostCAT provides higher scores than GIZA alone.

The NILE word aligner was also tested, however not all portions of the alignment process have been implemented to run in SMT2. The NILE training process still needs to be run before starting an experiment.

**Word Alignment Filtering:** A library and series of tools named A3Metric were created to examine and modify results of word alignment. These utilities allow link editing/removal, rescoring based on different algorithms, and various alignment conversions.

A3PartitionFilter allows inclusion of out-of-domain data when performing word alignment. Once alignment is complete, the out-of-domain alignments are removed before creating the phrase table. Including the additional out-of-domain data improves quality of all the word alignments, but would make the phrase table unnecessarily large if the additional data were retained.

Additional experiments were performed using stemmed surface forms in the word alignment step and then restoring the original form. Results show a small improvement but further experimentation is necessary.

**Input Adapters:** An adapter was created to use compressed data directly from the Gigaword corpus in LM training. This adapter is able to uncompress the data and parse the file to retrieve the text data. Working directly with the input data saves disk space since an uncompressed copy is no longer needed. This approach can be applied to other formats in the future.

One approach to improve the quality of word alignments in the training phase is to include out-of-domain data in order to provide more examples of various word correspondences. A method was constructed to place a boundary between the in-domain and out-of-domain data and align as usual, taking advantage of the additional data. Once word alignment is complete, the out-of-domain data can be discarded before creating the phrase table.

**Language Model:** Experiments were performed with the creation of an additional LM where certain classes of words were replaced with tags, (e.g. replacing a proper name with NAME.) These new LMs were used in conjunction with a special rescorer during optimization to leverage the additional information created in these models.

Additional experiments were run where extra LMs were created with stemmed forms of word and another where the surface form of the words was truncated after four characters. Training of systems was completed, but the optimized experiments have yet to be run for each of the two new LMs.

**Rescorers:** To compliment the work described in the above section, a rescorer was implemented for use during the optimization process. The TagRepLMRescorer takes the best entries from the list of possible translations, applies the same tag-matching algorithm to that entry and then scores it against the previously generated TagRep LM. When combined with other rescorers, a modest improvement over the baseline experiment was achieved.
Future work includes running similar experiments against stemmed LMs and Truncated-surface-form LMs.

**Phrase Table Filters:** Work was performed to wrap phrase table filtering scripts distributed with more recent versions of the Moses codebase. TMCombine and FillUp components were created to execute these scripts from within SMT2.

**Confusion Net and Lattice Inputs to SMT2:** One of the ways SMT2 was extended was the addition of new input data types to handle paraphrasing. Paraphrased sentences can be represented in different directed graph structures. Confusion networks represent possible different words as stacked nodes with the arc assigned to a probability weight representing how likely a given choice is. Lattices are similar, but each different phrase can be represented without having to connect to the other choices. The arcs still represent word probabilities.

Since lattices and confusion networks are used as input during the optimization and rescoring processes, changes had to be made to properly ingest the new input types. While lattices are represented on a single line with a parenthesis-delimited form, confusion networks span multiple lines. Since we need to maintain a one-to-one correspondence per line in SMT2, the confusion networks are flattened by replacing line breaks with a marker string (“&&&”). This string was chosen since it wouldn’t normally appear in data. The confusion networks are unpacked once the data has been read into the decoding portion of SMT2. Additional weight parameters had to be exposed for Moses to properly work. This weight parameter is responsible for arc-transition properties (iweight in Moses documentation). Another change necessary is to increase the maximum-phrase length to a large number, generally over 10,000. When running with confusion networks or lattices, this parameter refers to the maximum path length over all paths instead of just the length of the sentence.

Systems were run on the TED Talk English-to-French data set from IWSLT.

Paraphrased confusion networks and lattices were produced with differing numbers of possible paths (typically 3 and 10 alternative versions), unfortunately these paraphrased systems performed worse than the baseline system, but there are additional approaches to explore.

**2.2.2. Character-Level Processing**

MT is generally improved by reducing variation at the character level. This section reports on the reduction of character-level variation via spelling normalization and tokenization, in Dari, Pashto, Urdu, and French.

**Spelling Normalization:** Spelling normalization improves processing by conflating alternate forms of the same word. Control characters are also handled at this stage. This is accomplished in a separate step, since there are times when control characters should be maintained. In most cases, normalization should be applied to both the data and the lexicon: Spelling normalization will collapse lexicon entries with variant spellings; then, for words that are entered in the lexicon with only one spelling, normalization of the data will allow us to find the lexicon entry for either variant.
**Dari and Pashto Spelling Normalization:** The SCREAM lab normalization program for Arabic and Urdu, uninorm.pl, was adapted to also handle Dari and Pashto. The uninorm program maps Arabic presentation forms to their basic forms and removes diacritics; subroutines then perform the language-specific normalization.

Dari and Pashto both exhibit variations in the vowels forms; for example, the Dari word /nym/ 'half' can be spelled with either ی 064A or ی 06CC. The decision to normalize such forms depends on their relative frequency within the data set.

The Dari and Pashto data are compiled from the Sada-e-Azadi news website. No presentation forms have been noted in this Dari and Pashto data. There are some control characters in the newer Sada-e-Azadi data.

The following conversions are applied to the Pashto data:

Arabic digits 0660-0669 > Farsi digits 06F0-06F9
Farsi yeh 06CC ی > Arabic yeh 064A ي

Spelling variation is also an issue for the lexicon. There are entries that differ only in the choice of Farsi yeh vs. Arabic yeh; for example، سفیر "ambassador" and سفیر "ambassador", with 064A ي and 06CC ی، respectively. Typically, the same spelling normalization should be applied to both the data and the lexicon. However, the Pashto data and the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) Pashto Lexicon differ in the amount of spelling variation.

The Pashto text primarily represents /k/ with the Farsi kaf ک، with a few instances of Arabic kaf ك；this suggests the presence of borrowed Arabic words or names that should remain unchanged. The Pashto lexicon，on the other hand，uses the Arabic kaf to represent /k/ about 20% of the time. An extended Pashto normalization subroutine is being developed for the lexicon.

**Pashto Lexicon:**

Arabic digits 0660-0669 > Farsi digits 06F0-06F9
Farsi yeh 06CC ی > Arabic yeh 064A ي
Farsi /g/ 06AF گ > Pashto /g/ 06AB گ
Arabic /k/ 0643 ك > Farsi /k/ 06A9 ك

Currently, the same spelling normalization is applied to both Dari and Pashto. However，the distribution of yeh variants in Dari might argue for preserving both variants. In the Dari data，the yeh variants occur with similar frequency，mostly distributed in sections，so it appears that different writers prefer one or the other consistently，as opposed to one character being an error.

Dari exhibits an alternation between Farsi /k/ 06A9 ک and Arabic /k/ 0643 ک. As in Pashto，however，the Arabic form is so rare that it probably represents borrowed words，which should remain unchanged.

**French Gigaword:** A separate spelling normalization scheme was developed for the French gigaword data. The program，giganorm.pl，removes control characters and converts ligatures to character sequences. For example，the ligature FB02 fl becomes the two-character sequence，fl. Subsequently，the program removeForeignWords.pl is applied to remove sections of non-Latin characters. This program considers context，in order to retain non-Latin characters in names like Jože. A problem remains with the removal of symbols in formulas，such as α=0.05.
The removeForeignWords.pl program was extended to allow the user to specify which characters to retain, based on the character ranges for the following set of languages: English, French, Arabic, Russian, Greek, Hindi, and Chinese.

Other unusual text was identified in the gigaword data, including small caps encoded in the Unicode private use range and ciphered text that is apparently created during PDF file extraction. Ciphered text displays properly in the PDF file, but when extracted shows a pattern of letter substitutions, e.g., "The problem created by the current legislation" becomes "7KH SUREOHP FUHDWHG E\ WKH FXUUHQW". At least two distinct mappings were found in the data, and some lines contained a combination of ciphered and plain text. Given the minor amount of text affected, it was decided not to normalize these sections.

**Unicode:** A review was made of the 2010 changes to the Unicode code charts, version 6.0.0, to check for any needed changes in the normalization programs.6

**Tokenization:** Tokenization separates words and punctuation in order to better capture patterns of word use. This section reports on the tokenization programs developed for Urdu, Pashto, and French.

**General Tokenization:** The LDC tokenizer for English and French was improved in several ways; this created a general tokenization process which was then adapted for other languages. Six steps were initially considered:

0: Remove or replace repeated punctuation marks
1: Tag email and Uniform Resource Locator (URL) addresses to prevent changes
2: Replace HyperText Markup Language (HTML) with Unicode (e.g., &apos; becomes ')
3: Metric conversion
4: Digit-to-word conversion
5: Tokenize (put spaces between words and punctuation)

Of these, steps 0, 2, and 5 were implemented in the tokenizer. Step 1, protecting email and URL addresses, was split off into a separate program, tagurl. Step 4, digit-to-word conversion, was handled by writing separate programs for each language (see Section 0). Step 3, metric conversion, was discarded as having too many complications (e.g., some translations from English to French kept the digits the same, treating 1 mile and 1 kilometer as metaphorical equivalents, while other translations made precise calculations to convert them.)

The order of steps was eventually revised. The "025" tokenization was applied to the English and French TED talk data; a "205" tokenization was used for the English and French WMT11 data.

Lowercasing generally occurs after tokenization. A problem was identified in the application of lowercasing to acronyms. A revised lowercasing program was written that retains uppercase in words that have two or more capital letters, such as CNN, or in hyphenated words like Coca-Cola.

Section 0 discuss specific adaptations that were made for the tokenization of different languages.

---

6 [http://www.unicode.org/versions/Unicode6.0.0/]
Urdu Tokenization: Hyphens were sometimes found in place of the Urdu full stop character 06D4 - in both the Basic Travel Expression Corpus (BTEC) and IR data sets. Hyphens at the end of a segment were converted to stops, while hyphens in the middle of a segment were compared to the English translation to see if there was a sentence break or meaningful hyphens in words like 1-ایمیل/ "e-mail". A test was made to see how the full stop characters were handled by the Systran translation system. It was discovered that an additional step of replacing all full stops with Latin periods allowed Systran to generate better translations.

Pashto Tokenization: The Pashto tokenizer supplied by the LDC lacks some of the punctuation characters found in the Sada-e-Azadi Pashto data, including 061f and 060c. A new Pashto tokenizer was created based on the SCREAM lab English tokenizer, applying character classes to include all punctuation marks as specified in the Unicode charts. The tokenizer was also adjusted to handle some word-initial attached punctuation that was found in the Pashto data. Applying this new augustTokenizerPlusLeadingDot.pl program showed a one-point Bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) score improvement vs. untokenized Pashto data.

French Tokenization: This section describes improvements that were made to the LDC French tokenizer and detokenizer, including better handling of punctuation and separate treatment of meta-data lines.

General French Tokenization: Improvements were made to the LDC French tokenizer, allowing better handling of contractions, abbreviations, apostrophes, and quotation marks, including right- and left- quotation marks as well as the French guillemet marks, « ».

An exception list was made for French words that include the apostrophe but should be written as one word (e.g., aujourd'hui). Improvements were made to the list of French abbreviations that allow a period without sentence-final spacing, such as M. for Monsieur or Prof. for Professeur.

Letter-number combinations were examined for possible tokenization. Some letter-number combinations are errors, like 24ans '24 years' and 8Avril 'April 8th', but other French combinations are correctly written together, as in the following abbreviations:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>French Abbreviation</th>
<th>French Phrase</th>
<th>English Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1er</td>
<td>premier</td>
<td>1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2e</td>
<td>deuxième</td>
<td>2nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2h30</td>
<td>2 heures 30 minutes</td>
<td>2 hours and 30 minutes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Therefore, it would be a mistake to separate all letter-number combinations.

French TED Talk Tokenization: The tokenization process was revised to take better advantage of the TED talk meta-data, removing non-informative lines (talk id, keywords), and removing tags and tokenizing informative lines (titles, descriptions). Since the descriptions comprise multiple sentences, these were also separated these using an existing SCREAM lab program that splits parallel text when each side contains the same number of sentence punctuation marks.

A problem was identified in the TED talk data, in which HTML tags were sometimes attached to the text, instead of occupying separate lines, as in: applause</transcript>.
French Detokenizer: The LDC detokenizer.perl program failed to remove spaces around apostrophes involving the last two words of a French sentence, due to an error specifying the last word to examine. In English, the program examines all the words, since the apostrophe may attach to the final word, as in can’t. In French, after tokenization, the apostrophe can only occur on the penultimate word, as in c’est. The detokenizer, however, was only considering the third-to-last word for French. This error was corrected in a revised program, detokenizer3.perl.

Other problems were identified that are difficult to handle in detokenization. These include multiple-line quotations and detached sentence punctuation. The original program re-attaches quotation marks to words by looking for pairs: the first mark attaches to its following word, and the second mark attaches to its preceding word.

```
input             detokenizer.perl output
abc "quotation is here" def             abc "quotation is here" def
```

However, in the current data, there are longer quotations that are split across lines, creating unpaired quotation marks:

```
abc " a long quotation begins here and
 ends here " def
```

A single quotation mark in the middle of the sentence cannot be accurately placed, but a sentence-final quotation mark can be assumed to belong to the preceding word. The revised detokenizer therefore left-attaches any sentence-final quotation marks.

Traditional French usage requires a space before sentence punctuation marks other than the period. The French text contains a mix of usage, in which some of these punctuation marks are attached to the last word of the sentence, as in English, and some are preceded by a space. The detokenizer works on the assumption that sentence punctuation is originally attached, with a space inserted by the tokenizer, which the detokenizer then removes. Given the variety in the French data, however, the detokenizer cannot consistently recover the spacing after tokenization.

Analysis of French Tokenization Output: A qualitative analysis of some of the MT output with and without SCREAM lab tokenization of the TED talk data shows that the tokenized data produced a better treatment of negation. The non-tokenized data tended to drop the word pas in the French negative phrase, ne [verb] pas "don't [verb]."

A comparison was made between the SCREAM lab tokenizer and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) tokenizer. The programs differ primarily in the treatment of contractions and hyphenation, with the MIT tokenizer removing hyphens altogether. There is a trade-off here: Hyphen removal may alleviate data sparseness by conflating single words with words from hyphenated phrases; but hyphen removal also prevents the MT system from generating French constructs like est-ce que “is there?” or the grammatically-required hyphens in inverted phrases like avez-vous “have-you?” A variant of the MIT tokenizer was created that preserves hyphenation; tests showed that this change did not improve the MT.

2.2.3. Morphological Processing

Morphological variation can prevent the MT system from recognizing different instances of the same word. This section discusses ways to reduce morphological variation in Dari, Pashto, and French.
**Pashto Morphological Normalization:** Pashto morphological analysis is complicated by spacing variation and by the placement of adpositions. Pashto writers frequently run words together, particularly if the characters are non-joiners. For example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pashto (Literal)</th>
<th>English (Literal)</th>
<th>English Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>څلورکاله</td>
<td>four-years</td>
<td>four years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>دڅلورو</td>
<td>in-four days</td>
<td>in four days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>دافغانستان</td>
<td>of-Afghanistan</td>
<td>Afghanistan's</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One normalization that might be profitable would be to split off the Pashto preposition د/ "of" when it is attached to a following word. A program could be written to detach the character د from unknown words, when the remaining word matches a dictionary entry. Another approach to resolving Pashto spacing variation is described in Section 0.

The placement of adpositions also complicates Pashto morphological analysis. Pashto has clitic forms that occur before or after the stem, including several "ambipositions" that have both a pre- and post-positional component. For example, the sequence /ph/ __ /ky/ means “in ___”.

MT might be improved by splitting such morphemes from their stems by a rule-based program. The Humayoun Urdu morphological analyzer7 was considered as a possible base for building a Pashto program. The Humayoun program is written as a modular component for use with the Functional Morphology toolkit, which is written in Haskell [10]. A review of the Urdu rules in Humayoun was conducted, along with a review of proposed Pashto rules as described in academic papers. In particular, Zuhra and Khan 2009 [11] delimit the morphological rules needed to implement Pashto noun phrase morphology within the Functional Morphology toolkit.

Another alternative was considered: the Grammatical Framework (GF) system8, written in a language similar to Haskell. GF uses syntactic rules to parse multiple languages into a semantic interlingua. GF is easy to use because it is written according to linguistic principles, but it is also brittle: A sentence with an unknown word receives no parse output. There are references to newer versions which allow statistical adaptation, including the Multilingual Online Translation (Molto) system.9 Another advantage of Molto is that there are existing Molto language resources such as grammars for Hindi and Urdu, and an extensive English wordnet-based lexicon. Finally, other tools were reviewed, including Apertium and the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK).

**Dari Morphological Normalization:** While Dari does not exhibit as much morphological variation as Pashto, the Dari dataset does includes frequent instances of run-together words. For example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dari</th>
<th>English (literal)</th>
<th>English Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>یک و نیم</td>
<td>one and half</td>
<td>one and a half</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>یک و نیم</td>
<td>one and-half</td>
<td>one and a half</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>دو نیم</td>
<td>two-half</td>
<td>two and a half</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

7 http://www.lama.univ-savoie.fr/~humayoun/UrduMorph/
8 http://www.grammaticalframework.org
9 http://www.molto-project.eu/
Dari grammars also indicate the possibility of variation in the pronominal system. For example, the combination /mn ra/ = /mn/ "I" + /ra/ (accusative) can be contracted to /mra/. The Dari dataset was reviewed and the presence of these pronominal contractions was confirmed.

**French Morphological Processing:** Output was reviewed for experiments using stemming and truncation programs in English to French translation. The output was reasonable but the stemming program appears to perform differently from its documentation: Some French inflectional endings such as -er and -ez were not stemmed, and some instances of final -s were incorrectly removed (for example, the conjunction mais "but" became mai).

2.2.4. Sentence Alignment

When parallel text is used to train MT models, a sentence alignment step attempts to relate each sentence in the first language with a corresponding sentence or sentences in the second language. This section discusses the detection and correction of errors in sentence alignment in French and Pashto.

**Reviewed Sentence Alignment of Pashto and French Data:** A word-for-word translation utility was used to confirm suspected sentence-alignment errors in Pashto/French data. The utility program was improved by adding Pashto characters for transliteration of unknown words, which helps in the detection of borrowed words.

**Corrected Sentence Alignment in French Gigaword:** The gigaword dataset exhibits two characteristics that require sentence splitting, involving the newline control character 2028 and the bullet character, • 2022 (and variants). The newline control character 2028 is used in the gigaword data to format the display of data such as addresses, which appear as multiple lines for street, city, and state. The 2028 character creates the appearance of new lines but the entire address is segmented as one line for MT. A controlSplit program was written that removes the 2028 character and splits the line at that point.

The gigaword data also contain bulleted lists, written on a single line with sections marked by various bullet characters such as • 2022. The SCREAM lab program, split_by_punct.pl, was adapted to create a split_by_bullets.pl program, which splits lines at bullet symbols, provided the same number of symbols are found in the French and the English versions of the line. The initial bullet symbol list includes the Unicode character range 25A0-27A4 and the symbol 2022. A second program, unbulletAll.perl, was written to remove the bullet symbols after splitting.

**Corrected Sentence Alignment in French TED Talk Data:** Several talks in the French TED talk data have sentence extraction errors. Apparently, when an English sentence is split across two or more lines and the corresponding French sentence is written on a single line, the sentence extraction algorithm then repeats this whole sentence to match the two English lines. Additionally, the French data contain some sentences with internally repeated phrases.

A program was written to identify the duplicate sentences, and to identify and automatically remove sentence-internal phrases. The program was applied to the 50 sentences with the worst word alignment scores, and 16 talks were identified that required substantial correction. The phrase removal program was refined to protect repeated French phrases if they are matched by repeated phrases in the English sentence. A parameter was added for the length of the repeated phrase, with an offset to account for the overall shorter length of English phrases. Hand editing was required to complete the restoration of these talks.
2.2.5. Word Alignment

During the MT process, an attempt is made to assign links between words that are translation pairs in a given sentence. Errors at this stage lead to incorrect phrase table entries, which can then generate poor translations of future data. This section discusses the analysis of word alignment errors in the French system, and also reports on the use of human translators to edit word alignments in French and Urdu.

French Data: The French data exhibit problems in word alignment when the translation does not match the original English, and in negation constructions with the discontinuous phrase *ne ___ pas*. Repeated words were investigated but ruled out as a source of word alignment errors.

Translation Errors: Word alignment scores were considered for the TED talk data, and 66 of the worst-aligned sentences were examined to determine the type of error involved. Sentence alignment errors accounted for errors in 16 sentences (see Section 0). For the remaining sentences, the poor word alignment derived from factors such as English music lyrics repeated verbatim in the French translation and paraphrasing in the French translation. Paraphrasing often occurs if the English sentence contains fragments or false starts that are then cleaned up by the French translator. Lengthy sentences with an accumulation of French function words that align to NULL also scored poorly, but do not represent alignment errors.

Negation: Problems were also observed with the word alignment of negative phrases when negation involves the discontinuous phrase, *ne ___ pas* on the French side, and a contraction with auxiliary verb, *don’t*, on the English side. After tokenization, we have *ne [verb] pas* and *don ’t [verb]*; since the English auxiliary is not meaning-bearing, there is no French element to align with *don*. The extraneous element *don* can end up linked to the French verb or to the negative particle *ne*. The preferred alignment links the English negation element *’t* to both *ne* and *pas*.

Incorrect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incorrect</th>
<th>Incorrect</th>
<th>Correct</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>don ‘t VERB</td>
<td>don ‘t VERB</td>
<td>don ‘t VERB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ne VERB pas</td>
<td>ne VERB pas</td>
<td>ne VERB pas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two ways to improve these alignments were considered: text-editing to remove the auxiliary *don* before alignment takes place, and post-alignment editing to de-link English *don* from French *ne* and enforce a link between French *ne* and English *’t*. Programs were written to test each method; results were mixed. In particular, the text-editing version sometimes caused the *ne* element to drop out, which is not desirable.

Repeated Words: A number of repeated words were noticed in the gigaword data. A program was written to examine these words to see if they might derive from hesitations in the original audio. Instead, many repeated words were found to be legitimate vocabulary items (*great great grandmother*, *win win*, *trillion trillion*) or legitimate grammatical constructions (*what we believe in in Canada*).

English-to-French Word Alignment Editing: A human translator was used to edit the automatically created English/French word alignments. The first 2000 sentences of the TED talk training data were examined by the translator and changes were made as needed. Guidelines
were developed for the alignment of idioms, in which two phrases represent the same meaning across the languages, but the individual words do not correspond: These are best handled by aligning all component words in one phrase with all component words in the other phrase. Metrics were developed to evaluate the editing process, including counts of the number of links changed and the percentage of words left unaligned. Initial experiments were run using the hand-edited alignments.

The potential cost to align the entire IWSLT alignment file was calculated and found to be prohibitive. Initial metrics were developed to decide which sentences would be most valuable to send to a human editor for alignment editing. The existing human-edited alignment files were examined for variables such as the length of the sentence, the percentage of links changed, the automatically-assigned alignment score, and the percentage of links that match an existing dictionary entry (calculated from an existing SCREAM lab program).

**Alignment Exploration:** Alternative methods of word alignment were reviewed, including the use of anchors, in which single-word sentences or borrowed words are aligned, and then surrounding words are aligned iteratively. An initial word alignment utility was written that detects sentence pairs with one unaligned word in each language and then revises the alignment file to link those words.

A variation of the existing SCREAM lab lexicon matching program was written in which sentences which contain a high percentage of lexicon-validated links are considered to have good alignments, and the remaining links in those sentences are used to generate additional lexical entries. This process can then be iterated, drawing in more sentences that are lexically-validated. This program can be varied by adjusting the threshold for the percentage of matching links and by adding filters to prevent some types of links. An interface program allows a human editor to review the new entries.

An examination of the new word lists showed some improbable alignments; some of these were due to errors in the hand-editing, and others derived from problems in the automatic alignment process, particularly in the alignment of phrases. For example, given a sentence pair with the English phrase *a baker* corresponding to the French translation *boulanger*, the automatic alignment process might link only the article instead of the whole phrase: *a -- boulanger*.

### 2.2.6. Phrase Table Problems

An analysis of the French/English phrase tables from the TED talk data shows that there are English words among the French. This can occur when the parallel text contains names or direct quotations that are unchanged in translation. For example, the name *Gladys Knight and the Pips* is recorded unchanged in the French parallel text, creating in the phrase table the possibility that English *and* translates to *et* in French. This then allows the MT to use *and* as a conjunction within a French sentence, where the French word *et* should have been used instead.

### 2.2.7. Word-Level Normalization

The presence of alternate word forms contributes to data sparsity. This section reviews the normalization of alternate word forms through digit-to-word conversion in Dari, Pashto, English, and French, as well as the generation of alternate French tense forms.
**Digit-to-Word Conversion:** Digit-to-word conversion is a kind of normalization that helps MT in two ways. First, by converting digits to the corresponding numeral words (e.g., 2 becomes *two*) we reduce the amount of variation in the data. Second, digit conversion improves word alignment: Without number conversion, a single numeral word may become aligned with an entire digit sequence e.g., *(three|1397)*.

Digit-to-word conversion goes beyond simple mapping (*2 > two*), since the same digit may be read in different ways in different contexts. In English, for example, the sequence *123* might be read as "one hundred and twenty three" by itself, but as "one two three" when part of a decimal *0.123* or a phone number, *555-0123*. This conversion has to take into account the specific patterns in each language.

Existing number conversion methods were reviewed, including the icu4j Java module for internationalization. It was determined that it would be useful to create independent SCREAM lab conversion programs for various languages. The SCREAM lab program for English number conversion was based on the CPAN Perl module Lingua::EN::Numbers::num2en, and extended to handle the examples found in the English training data. The SCREAM lab program for Urdu number conversion was based on the CPAN Perl module for Chinese, Lingua::ZH. Current efforts extend these programs.

**Dari:** Lists were found for the numeral words for 1-100 in Farsi; these can be used for Dari, since Dari and Farsi are closely related. Existing SCREAM lab number conversion programs for English and Urdu were consulted in the construction of the Dari/Farsi version, with certain modifications. English and Urdu make up the hundreds from pieces (e.g., *200 = two hundred*), but Farsi has distinct words for each of the hundreds (*200 = devist*). Dari uses some combined words and some distinct words for the hundreds.

For each number that is expressed in digits, the program counts up the number of tens, hundreds, thousands, millions, and billions. At each level, that amount is converted to words using a digit-to-word mapping for the values 1-99, with the addition of the appropriate Dari unit words and conjunctions. A special mapping is applied for the hundreds words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Digits</th>
<th>Dari Words</th>
<th>Literal Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>254</td>
<td>دوصد و پنجاه و چهار</td>
<td>two hundred and fifty and four</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>454</td>
<td>چهارصد و پنجاه و چهار</td>
<td>four-hundred and fifty and four</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3254</td>
<td>سه هزار دوصد و پنجاه و چهار</td>
<td>three thousand two hundred and fifty and four</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Specific handling is added for decimals, currency expressions, and phone numbers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Digits</th>
<th>Dari Words</th>
<th>Literal Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$5.20</td>
<td>پنج دلار بیست سینت</td>
<td>five dollar twenty cent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>555-8427</td>
<td>پنج پنج هشت چهار دو هفت</td>
<td>five five five eight four two seven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>سه اعشاریه دو پنج</td>
<td>three point two five</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Further research is needed on Dari to see if phone numbers or decimals should be read as single digits, as shown here, or as groupings of larger numbers (as is the case in Urdu, for example).

For details on decimal conversion, see the discussion in the English section 0 below.
**Pashto:** Lists were found for the numeral words for 1-100 in Pashto; these standard spellings were compared to the actual spellings found in the training data. Pashto numeral words have inflected forms for different grammatical functions such as subject vs. object. Pashto also has highly variable spelling in general, so there are many different forms of the numeral words in the training data. The unit words also show variation.

Some of the variants reflect case endings (the oblique case may surface as -w or -h), while others show spelling variations in the stem forms. The training dataset exhibits the following variations:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Digit</th>
<th>Pashto</th>
<th>Transliteration</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>دو</td>
<td>dw</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>دوو</td>
<td>dww</td>
<td>with ending -w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>دوه</td>
<td>dwh</td>
<td>with ending -h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>يولس</td>
<td>ywwls</td>
<td>stem 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>يولسو</td>
<td>ywwlsw</td>
<td>stem 1 with ending -w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>يولس</td>
<td>ywls</td>
<td>stem 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>يولسو</td>
<td>ywlsw</td>
<td>stem 2 with ending -w</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Pashto</th>
<th>Transliteration</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>million</td>
<td>مليون</td>
<td>mlywn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>مليونه</td>
<td>mlywnh</td>
<td>with ending -h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>مليون</td>
<td>mlywnw</td>
<td>with ending -w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>مليونه</td>
<td>mylwnh</td>
<td>stem change, with ending -h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Pashto number conversion program follows the design laid out for Dari, above (Section 0), with special handling of variation. The Pashto dataset was used to create a frequency list for the number word variants; the number conversion program randomly selects one of these variants, at a rate designed to match the frequency in the training data. A revised version of this program is planned that would create a lattice of possible forms for each number, along with a weighted probability taken from the frequency of each form in our training data.

For details on the treatment decimal conversion, see the discussion in the English section 0 below.

**English:** The style of English used in the English/Dari/Pashto data (from the Sada-e-Azadi news site) differs from previous English training data, in that the numbers contain a mix of American and European style punctuation. Punctuated numerals are therefore ambiguous.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Punctuation</th>
<th>American</th>
<th>European</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,234</td>
<td>decimal</td>
<td>thousands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,234</td>
<td>thousands</td>
<td>decimal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The original SCREAM lab English number conversion program interprets digit punctuation in the American style. For the Sada-e-Azadi data, this program was adapted to make informed guesses as to the interpretation of digit punctuation, based on the number of trailing digits, as shown below. This procedure is also followed in the Dari and Pashto number conversion programs.
Another variant of the English number conversion program was made for the gigaword dataset, writenum18_Gigaword.pl. This version prefers the large number reading to the European phone number reading for numerals punctuated with spaces (e.g., 38 000 > thirty eight thousand, not 38 000 > three eight zero zero zero). Finally, an alternate version was created which allows the phone number reading in just American-formatted phone numbers.

Number Conversion in the French TED Talk Data: The French number conversion program was based on the existing SCREAM lab English number conversion program. Changes were made to handle the French punctuation of numerals, in which a comma indicates a decimal, and thousands are marked with a space or a period.

The French data supplied on the TED talk website was created by human translators working from the original English files. These translators typically converted English units to metric units. This will create problems for word alignment when the system attempts to align, for example, 20 miles with 32 km, creating an entry for 20|32. An attempt was made to prevent these mismatches by converting the English training data to metric units as well. The program identified numeral-unit phrases and then applied the CPAN Perl modules Math::Units::convert and Lingua::EN::Numbers::words2nums.

However, there are difficulties in applying metric conversion. Human translators may use approximations, depending on the context; sometimes un kilometer is used as a metaphorical equivalent to a mile, for example. Also, some English units are ambiguous: pounds might need to be converted to kg, or it might refer to currency. Given these problems, and the relative infrequency of the metric conversion items, it was decided not to include metric conversion for the English/French data.

A distinction was made between ordinary decimals (which are read as large numbers in French) and decimals with leading zeroes (which are read as digits). Certain abbreviations were added, converting the abbreviation h to heures ‘hours’ in time expressions and converting the degree sign to the word degree. Finally, code was written to generate French fraction words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Literal Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3,125</td>
<td>trois virgule cent vingt cinq</td>
<td>three point one hundred twenty five</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,025</td>
<td>trois virgule zero deux cinq</td>
<td>three point zero two five</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19h50</td>
<td>dix neuf heures cinquante</td>
<td>nineteen hours fifty (minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1er</td>
<td>premier</td>
<td>first</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2e</td>
<td>deuxième</td>
<td>second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>une moitié</td>
<td>one half</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>un tiers</td>
<td>one third</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The French number conversion program anticipates European style decimal punctuation, but both European and American style decimal punctuation are present in the French data. Future work may need to apply a contextually-based interpretation of decimal punctuation, as described in Section 0.
A review was made of the results of translating English to French with number processing, in which the digits are converted to words for both the English and the French data. In this process, for example, the English digits 20 become twenty, while the French digits 20 become vingt, and the system then learns the association between the words twenty and vingt. The existence of borrowed English number words in the French caused problems. For example, the presence of the named entity, Nine Inch Nails in both the English and French led the system to create a phrase table entry relating nine in English to nine in French. (See Section 0)

**Generation of Morphological Variants:** Another approach to data sparsity with inflected forms is to generate the missing forms. This section reports on the automatic generation of alternate tense forms for French verbs, which appear in one past tense form in the training data but another past tense form in the test data.

**French Tense Conversion:** It was observed that the Out Of Vocabulary (OOV) words in the French data included a large number of verbs in the simple past tense, which is typically found only in formal written language. Since the training data is from the spoken Europarl text, it contains fewer of these forms. A tense conversion program was developed to change the compound past tense forms to simple past, in hopes that the enriched training data would then provide a basis for translating these forms.

The tense conversion algorithm gathers information from the compound past form and creates the simple past form. For example, the compound past form j’ai parlé = I have spoken becomes, in simple past, je parlai = I spoke. The program determines the person and number from the auxiliary verb, and the conjugation from the characteristic vowel of the main verb. Person, number, and conjugation together determine the form of the suffix in the simple past form.

These factors were addressed: choice of auxiliary verb (be or have), irregular verb conjugations, intervening adverbs, and changes in the contraction of pronouns. For example, the pronoun je = I contracts to j’ before the vowel in j’ai parlé = I have spoken, but in the simple past, with no auxiliary, the non-contracted form, je parlai = I spoke is required.

The application of the tense conversion program improved the translation qualitatively (simple past forms are now recognized), but failed to increase the BLEU score.

### 2.28 Separating Data into Domains Using Metadata

MT is sometimes improved by creating domain-specific models. This section reports efforts to separate data into domains using metadata such as the TEDTalk keywords.

**Keyword Topic Sorting for French TED Talk Data:** The possibility of sorting the TED talks by keyword topics was considered. The TED website assigns keywords to the talks at several levels. Initially, the talks were supposed to be about Technology, Entertainment, or Design. To these keywords were added Business, Science, Culture, Arts, and Global Issues; smaller divisions are also provided. A single talk can be tagged with multiple keywords.
examination of the distribution of the main keywords among the talks in the training and dev data showed that, even at the T-E-D level, there are significant overlaps. A program was then written to automatically sort talks by the Technology keyword, creating a high-level division.

**Readability and Interagency Language Rating (ILR) Scale:** A review was made of literature on readability, possible correlations between readability metrics and the ILR scale, and the question of whether BLEU scores may be used to help detect ILR level.

### 2.2.9 Machine Translation Output

This section reports the results of examining the French MT output for vocabulary gaps and syntactic errors.

**English Out of Vocabulary Words:** The MT system lets unknown words pass through unchanged. Examining these untranslated OOV words can identify problems in the system. It is difficult to detect OOV words when translating from French to English, since the languages have similar alphabets. A method was developed to help identify English OOV words. The first step identifies words which are unchanged in the course of the translation; the second step applies the spelling correction program Aspell to distinguish leftover English words from words that happen to be the same in French and English (such as *construction*).

Some untranslated words cannot be identified by this method due to accidental homography between some French and English words (for example, English *as* and French *as* "have" 2nd person singular).

Some words were not spelled correctly in English or French. A few of these were due to the omission or misspelling of French accented characters. Other OOV words involved hyphenation, particularly words which contained grammatically-induced hyphenation, such as *devrions-nous*? "must we?" Here, the MT system can recognize each word independently, but has not seen the hyphenated form that is generated when the sentence is placed in the interrogative.

**Word Alignment Errors with French Noun-Adjective Constructions:** The output of the initial English/French MT failed to reorder nouns and adjectives. French typically reverses the order of nouns and adjectives when compared to English, so *creative spirit* should become *esprit créatif* – but the system generates "*créatif l’esprit*", maintaining the English order. This was traced back to a problem in the word alignment: the GIZA++ word alignment program frequently aligns the French and English words in the order they appear, instead of with the crossing alignment necessary for adjective-noun phrases. For example, GIZA++ makes the following alignment:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English: a private beach with a coral reef</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>French: une plage privée avec un récif de corail</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(literally) a beach private with a reef of coral

This example shows the correct, crossing alignment for *private beach*, but an incorrect alignment for *coral reef*. This kind of error could be corrected with a lexical consistency check, by applying an existing SCREAM lab program that looks for lexical entries corresponding to the word alignment links.
2.2.10. Paraphrasing

MT scoring penalizes translations which contain the correct meaning but do not match the exact words of the reference sentence. Paraphrasing research addresses ways to automatically create variant sentences with similar meanings, for possible use in training or scoring of MT.

**Paraphrasing with the Callison-Burch Software:** Previous work on paraphrasing had created a program to interface with the Callison-Burch (CB) paraphrasing software [12]. Extensions were made to specify the number of changes allowed per sentence, and to prevent changes of certain types.

Previous work had implemented restrictions that prevent paraphrases that change punctuation or change a number word, as in the examples \([>]\) and \([one > two]\). Other restrictions were added that prevent changes to digits \([2>1]\), the paraphrasing of a word to punctuation \([and>!]\), or the paraphrasing of a content word to a function word (article, conjunction, or preposition). This last restriction is necessary when using the LM to weight paraphrase choices, since the function words occur with higher frequency and are therefore preferred over more meaningful paraphrases. This restriction prevents paraphrases like \([of thinking > of]\) and allows paraphrases like \([of thinking > of thought]\).

Paraphrases were created for the WMT English reference translations, and the range of variation was examined using BLEU scores. Future work may use such paraphrased references to provide better scoring of translation data.

Paraphrased data were created for some of the IWSLT experiments, including paraphrased English data for the Chinese-to-English experiments, and paraphrased French data for the English-to-French experiments.

**Paraphrasing with Lattices:** A program was written to generate lattice representations of paraphrases for use in the Moses MT system. The lattice format allows the system to maintain alternatives for consideration throughout the translation process. For the lattice format, a sentence is represented with each word being an arc that links two nodes in a sequence; alternative wordings are indicated by additional arcs between nodes. When a single word alternates with a phrase, the lattice must have additional nodes to anchor the intermediate steps in the phrase.

For example, Figure 2 shows the addition of a paraphrase in which the acronym MT alternates with the full phrase, *machine translation*:

![Figure 2: Lattices Showing the Addition of a Paraphrase](image-url)
The CB paraphrasing software was applied to generate the paraphrases, which were then stored in a format that indicates the location of the words to be replaced. A second program generates any new nodes that are needed to represent replacement phrases, and interpolates these nodes into the original sentence. The edges of the lattice are assigned weights that indicate the likelihood of choosing each word. The paraphrase probability and LM probability values from the CB software were used to assign edge weights.

In addition to lattices, experiments were conducted using confusion nets. Confusion nets are further constrained so that each path traverses every node. A program was written to convert the paraphrase lattices from the Moses Python Lattice Format (PLF) to the HTK Standard Lattice Format (SLF). This enables the use of the SRILM tool to reduce the lattices to confusion nets, a form which provides more flexibility for optimization.

The derivation of confusion nets from the Moses output search graph and/or the Moses output word graph was also considered. These structures record the alternatives that were considered during the MT process, and could be used as input for further processing. It was determined that this format does not provide all the information required for the generation of the confusion net.

Lattice variations were created including single paraphrases vs. sets of nbest paraphrases, paraphrases with and without the guidance of a LM, paraphrases with heavier weights given to the original words, and unconstrained vs. syntactically-constrained paraphrases. The syntactically-constrained option is provided by the CB software, and refers to paraphrases that are derived from sentences in which the two phrases share the same syntactic label (e.g., both are noun phrases or both are verb phrases). Experiments were run with various options, and indicated that the best combination was created using syntactically-constrained paraphrases, without the LM, in the three-best condition, with a higher weight assigned to the original phrases. However, even the best-scoring experiments with the paraphrases did not exceed the baseline scores.

Two approaches were used to attempt to improve the paraphrase scores: combining LM and paraphrase probability scores, and improving the use of the LM scores.

The lattice generation program was revised to retain both LM and paraphrase probability scores. Then the SRILM lattice-tool parameters acscale and lmscale were used to create separate confusion nets for each score. These confusion nets can be combined if the resulting confusion net has the same structure, but sometimes the structures differ. Future work will consider how to modify the behavior of the SRILM lattice-tool program to create combined confusion nets.

A second method was considered to maintain and optimize separate scores for paraphrase probability and LM probability. First, a confusion net is generated based on the paraphrase probability scores; then, the trigram LM scores are calculated for each alternative word in the confusion net. This method is less than ideal, since it still gives preference to the paraphrase probability structure.

A domain-specific LM was created and applied to guide the selection of paraphrases. Usually a domain-specific model will give more useful results. However, using a LM based on the TED Talk domain creates a mismatch with the CB paraphrase tables, which were derived from Europarl, and contain formal language and foreign words not found in the TED Talk data. Normally, such paraphrases are discounted by the LM, which assigns only a small backoff probability to unknown phrases. However, because paraphrasing involves low overall
probabilities, this backoff probability is sometimes higher than the probability of the known phrases, causing the model to select the unknowns instead of discarding them.

A review was conducted of the backoff and interpolation algorithms used to discount LM probabilities, in hopes of adjusting the probability assigned to unknown words. As a short-term solution, a filter was created that identifies the LM score that would be assigned to a nonsense word, and prevents the selection of paraphrases that receive that score. This allows more meaningful paraphrases to surface as the highest-scoring items.

The unknown words were examined. Many of the unknown words are British spellings that would be known to the TED LM in their American versions. The Varcon spelling conversion program was applied to the paraphrases in order to generate the American spellings. For example, the paraphrase work > labour is filtered as an unknown, but after spelling conversion, the program derives the useful paraphrase work > labor. Tokenization was another source of unknown words, when the tokenization differs between the paraphrase generation system and the LM file.

**Paraphrasing with the Parex Software:** The Paraphrase Extractor (Parex) program\textsuperscript{10} was considered [13, 12]. A comparison was made between the CB software, which uses suffix arrays, and the Parex software, which uses suffix tries. A test set of paraphrases was created, using French/English parallel text to derive both French paraphrases and English paraphrases. Parex uses the phrase table created by the Moses translation software to derive pivot paraphrases. For example, given the following hypothetical phrase table entries, the program would identify cat > kitten as a possible English paraphrase, based on the presence of the pivot word chat "cat" in both entries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>French</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cat</td>
<td>chat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kitten</td>
<td>chat</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It was noted that Parex might be useful in deriving domain-specific paraphrases, since it can take any phrase table as input.

**Paraphrasing with Meteor/NEXT Software:** The Meteor/NEXT paraphrasing software was considered [13]. A problem was identified in the Meteor/NEXT paraphrase tables, in which some paraphrases are assigned a probability greater than one. Correspondence with the author of the software confirmed that this is a bug in the program. Pending correction of the bug, a filtering program was written to filter out paraphrases with impossible probability scores and to filter out paraphrases that have unknown characters due to encoding problems.

**Paraphrasing with the Joshua/Thrax Software:** The paraphrasing capability of the Joshua/Thrax program\textsuperscript{11} was considered [14]. Joshua is a hierarchical phrase-based translation system, within which the subsystem Thrax operates to extract grammar rules. Thrax is usually used to extract a translation grammar (e.g., English>French), but can also be set to extract paraphrases. Syntactically-constrained paraphrases can be created by applying a parser for the target language.

\textsuperscript{10} https://github.com/mjdenkowski/parex
\textsuperscript{11} http://joshua-decoder.org/
The Thrax paraphrase system was installed and tested; a Hadoop system was installed to support the paraphraser. Initial problems with Thrax were solved via correspondence with the software's authors.

Joshua was used to create baseline en-fr and fr-en translation systems. Next, Thrax was used to create English paraphrases, using Joshua's built-in Berkeley parser. Then, Thrax was used to create French paraphrases, using an external Berkeley parser trained for French.

**Paraphrasing and Plagiarism:** A review was made of literature on the use of paraphrasing and comparable text, and of literature on the related field of plagiarism detection. Metrics and corpora for plagiarism detection were identified for possible application to paraphrasing.

**2.2.11. Semantic Language Model**

The source code, as delivered, contained errors that resulted in random alterations of the model. The expected input file format of `ngram-count` was line based and made assumptions which were incompatible with the standard SRILM utility of the same name. The program was modified to match SRILM’s file format and the document boundary specification was enhanced to accept escaped character sequences, which provided backward compatibility without inhibiting future changes.

**2.2.12. Continuous Space Language Model (CSLM)**

The CSLM tools had stability issues stemming from multiple segmentation faults. Further testing uncovered previously hidden problems with the way CSLM was mapping its own vocabulary to the SRILM model’s vocabulary, which may have been giving erroneous results. These issues were fixed and the tools were enhanced to accept sentences which are smaller than the neural networks input dimensions. Documentation was updated and basic error checking was added to the `ngram-count` program as well.

**2.2.13. SRI Language Model**

The Maximum Entropy and Random Forest extensions, with their support libraries, were integrated into the standard build process for SRILM. Errors in the Maximum Entropy extension were found and fixed. Additionally, a generalized version of the SCREAM Laboratory’s mix-lm extension patch was created, allowing for an arbitrary number of models to be specified.

**2.2.14. MIT Language Model**

The output format was corrected to match the standard SRILM output, with back-off weights always being printed, regardless of value. The standard command line parser was also modified to accept a `-` to be specified as an input source, which allows for standard input, and therefore piped input, to be read instead of a regular file.

It was found that the perplexity optimization routines, in trying to save memory, were reusing the probability vector as temporary storage space for discount values. When using a mask, these values were not always overwritten with valid probabilities, causing errors. The solution to this problem is to use a separate vector for the discount values, which increases memory usage but gives a correct result.

**2.2.15. Recurrent Neural Network Language Model**

The Recurrent Neural Network LM contains many custom implementations of standard library functions and Basic Linear Algebra Subroutine (BLAS) calls. Replacing these custom
implementations with the standard functions resulted in a 14% increase in word throughput. Several issues were fixed which now allow larger data sets to be used, where previously they could fail with segmentation faults or data corruption.

Additionally, an effort was made to create a direct port of the ‘rnnlm’ tool to the General Purpose Graphics Processing Unit (GPGPU). Much of the code is serially dependent, which makes GPGPU processing less than optimal, and memory transfer overhead was significant. The overall performance was slightly worse than the regular version on the CPU. A complete redesign of the tool could yield better results, but the effort would take a non-trivial amount of time.

2.2.16. Chaski

Chaski was updated to work with an updated version of Hadoop. A portion of the main Chaski tool was rewritten to accommodate long running jobs. Previously, if the job finished too long after starting, its metadata would have already been archived, causing a metadata lookup to fail.

The tool suite’s performance was analyzed against various sized data sets. A ten million sentence dataset completed on six Hadoop computation nodes in two days, which is not great, but performance is expected to increase with the number of nodes in the cluster. When run against a corpus of approximately 110 million sentences, Hadoop failed due to unspecified resource exhaustion. It is unknown if adding more nodes to the cluster would alleviate this problem.

2.2.17. Moses

Memory leaks in the Syntactic Language Model portion of Moses were found and fixed. This was preventing the processing of input data of any appreciable size. The build system was also modified to allow for static compilation of Moses binaries by removing a dependency on libSegFault for static builds. This approach does not reduce runtime functionality.

2.2.18. LatticeMERT

The format of Moses’ graph output changed slightly and LatticeMERT stopped being able to read the graphs. The graph reader was modified to use a more robust parsing routine when retrieving a phrase from the file, maintaining compatibility with both the old and new graph formats. It also now gives errors when parameters specified on the command line are known to be incorrect.

2.2.19. Translator Workbench Output

The Translator Workbench (TW) is a software tool developed by Northrop Grumman for assisting human translators in maintaining document layout and refining source and translation pairs of text for parallel corpora. The TW interface is shown in Figure 3.

The parallel corpora output by TW is formatted in Extensible Markup Language (XML) but for training LMs in the SCREAM Lab the text needs to be rendered into plain text.

A collection of scripts were developed in PHP to gather each pair of text files and scan through them line by line and extract the XML formatting and tags. The files were reconstructed into plain text with new line breaks and the line count of each pair of files was compared. If the line counts matched then the pairs of files were saved out to a new directory. If the line counts did not match after the formatting then they were left alone to be checked for formatting errors or
discrepancies and, if possible through an easy fix, corrected and run back through the script for processing. The resulting plain formatted parallel text is shown in Figure 4.
Figure 3: An example of the Translator Workbench Interface

Figure 4: A Side-by-Side Comparison of the Pairs of Text after Processing
2.2.20. Moses Server and Web Services

For the SCREAM Lab, a fully functioning system of translation that integrated the Moses Server for translation via web services was developed. The Web Services Description Language (WSDL) files were adapted to cooperate with the Foreign Media Collaboration Framework (FMCF) system described in Section 0.

Using simple access protocols and WSDL files, the methods for communicating with the Moses Server were adaptable across different systems. By following a set standard of method calls, various WSDL files were created for single-function operations. This was done to assure that the information the FMCF relied on for transmission of language pairs, port numbers, user id, priority status and source text would be initialized correctly.

The next step in the process was to create a single WSDL file that incorporated all of these functions and start testing them out with the FMCF system. Unfortunately Northrop Grumman lost their funding for the FMCF work and this action was stalled.

2.2.21. MT Eval Updates

Carnegie Mellon University developed an online server for MT Evaluation (MT Eval) so that users could define their own test sets and experiments and have their scores automatically calculated. The interface was designed to ease the organization and archival of the score sets, but since its original design dates back to 2005, the SCREAM Lab added functionality to it as needed. The MT Eval translation score overview table is shown in Figure 5.

A user can define a new test set by choosing the reference text, source file and target/source languages. Experiments are created by choosing the text set, preprocessing steps (lower case, punctuation, etc) and which scores to calculate. Once the test set and experiment are created a user can then submit a translation hypothesis and have the scores calculated.

Over time, some scoring calculations were updated and the new calculations needed to be added to the server. The code was rewritten to find and initiate the new Java Jar files, test their output, and to stay knowledgeable of any new switches or functions included in the Jar file.

The MT Eval server was also updated to allow a means to view the translation hypothesis with its unique scoring on a line-by-line basis. PHP scripts were developed to take this output and capture it for Adobe PDF creation that could be viewed online or downloaded for offline study.

A third party Perl script which allows for color coding of n-gram text was ported over to PHP script and incorporated into the hypothesis viewer. Each unique color represented a unigram, bigram or trigram and could be turned off and on dynamically, as shown in Figure 6.
### Figure 5: MT Eval Translation Score Overview Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Bleu-1</th>
<th>Bleu-2</th>
<th>Bleu-3</th>
<th>NIST</th>
<th>TER/COM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>the distribution of in utero pradaphs</td>
<td>the spread of in utero pradaphs</td>
<td>1.5010</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>9.1197</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>it must be remembered that the police arrested five suspected extremists, who are accused of links with banned extremist organization harkat ul jindal al darya, from state capital harkah and district hijapur</td>
<td>it may be noted here that the police arrested five suspected extremists, who are accused of links with banned extremist organization harkat ul jindal al darya, from state capital harkah and district hijapur</td>
<td>5.8619</td>
<td>0.0278</td>
<td>8.5275</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>besides, three terrorists have been arrested and brought to hijapur from kabul</td>
<td>besides, three terrorists were arrested from kabul and brought to hijapur</td>
<td>4.1728</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>8.7554</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>the named jahadists alias alnashad, amir rahman, mahommed and akbar are on police ‘s order under a special court</td>
<td>the named jahadists alias alnashad, amir rahman, mahommed and akbar are currently under police order under a special court</td>
<td>7.6302</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>8.5887</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>the secret agencies say that these extremists have been trained in pakistan and bangladesh to carry out terrorist attacks</td>
<td>the intelligence agencies believe that these extremists have been trained in pakistan and bangladesh to carry out terrorist attacks</td>
<td>7.3078</td>
<td>0.0714</td>
<td>5.7584</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>the director general police of the state will now report that five</td>
<td>the director general police of the state will now report that five</td>
<td>7.3078</td>
<td>0.0714</td>
<td>5.7584</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Figure 6: MT Eval Hypothesis Viewer with Active Ngram Color Coding
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2.2.22. Summary

Various improvements were developed for the SMT2 SMT system. Character level processing was improved by reducing variation with spelling normalization and tokenization. Morphological processing was used to improve recognition different instances of the same word. Errors in sentence alignment were detected and corrected. Word alignment errors were analyzed to reduce phrase table errors. Several paraphrasing software programs were explored to generate variant sentences with similar meanings for use in training or scoring of MT.

Performance improvements, functionality enhancements, and error corrections were performed on various software packages which are actively being used in the SCREAM Laboratory.

Scripts were written to convert XML-based TW files into parallel text for LM training. Web service files were created to begin communications between the Moses Translator and the FMCF server. The Carnegie Mellon MT Eval server had various scoring displays and functions added to its framework.

2.2.23. Recommendations for Future Work

Spelling normalization for Dari should be investigated further, since there are variant characters (Farsi yeh ۰۶۰۶ and Arabic yeh ۰۶۴۰) that occur in similar proportions in the data, according to the preference of the writer.

Pashto machine translation might be improved by creating a Pashto morphological analyzer, possibly built within the GF/Molto rule system, using published morphological rules for Pashto noun and verb inflection.

Lattice and confusion net representations were explored for paraphrasing; lattices could also be applied to represent other variations, including punctuation variants (e.g., French « » vs. ",

inflected forms, and semantic alternatives such as the simple vs. compound past forms of French verbs.

Current punctuation normalization and tokenization methods depend on well-defined lists of punctuation characters. However, data across languages show unexpected use of punctuation, such as the use of hyphens in place of the Urdu full stop character - ۰۶۰۶. These substitutions can be driven by visual similarity and by limitations of the input methods, and this type of variation increases in informal text such as blogs and social media. Future work should therefore consider more dynamic methods of recognizing and normalizing punctuation variation.

Sentence alignment corrections did not provide the expected benefits for translation. Instead, further research should be focus on word alignment and its relationship to phrase table extraction, including the use of word alignment weights and the possible use of validated word alignments to delimit phrases.

Performance enhancements should be continually researched, using both traditional techniques and utilizing a GPGPU. Additionally, a ‘translation memory’ package may be beneficial and should be evaluated, as described in “Convergence of Translation Memory and Statistical Machine Translation” [15].

Finally, the MT Eval server functionality could be embedded within the Experiment Reader software in the SCREAM Lab, allowing for more control of sorting and scoring MT output.
2.3 Speech Synthesis

This section discusses the speech synthesis systems that were developed. Section 0 describes three modifications that were made to the HMM-based Speech Synthesis System (HTS) to reduce the model training time. Section 0 describes three English HTS systems that were developed using full context labels. Section 0 presents a Graphical User Interface (GUI) that was developed for rapidly adapting an existing speech synthesis system to fit the characteristics of a new speaker. Finally, Section 0 summarizes the speech synthesis experiments and Section 0 provides recommendations for future work.

2.3.1. HTS Modifications

This section discusses modifications that were made to HTS. First, configuration settings were added to specify whether an HTS program should write an entire HMM set, only the physical HMM macros, or all macros except for the physical HMM macros. This is useful because the physical HMM macros do not change after decision tree clustering.

Next, the code was modified to optimize the accumulation of statistics when estimating feature transforms. As mentioned in Section 0, feature transforms are used to reduce the mismatch between an AM and a set of feature vectors. When using class-based transforms, Gaussian mixture components are grouped into different classes and a transform is estimated for each class. In ASR systems it is common to group the Gaussian components into a relatively small number of classes. For example, the systems discussed in Section 0 grouped the Gaussian components into 32 different classes and each class included up to 8649 Gaussians. In HMM-based speech synthesis systems, however, it is not uncommon to use hundreds of thousands of classes and for each class to include only a few Gaussian components. For example, the English HTS system described later in this section included 223,890 classes and each class included less than 4 Gaussians. It was discovered that when processing each feature vector, the HTS code loops through all classes to update the accumulator statistics. This makes sense for ASR systems because there are only a few classes and it is common to have non-zero accumulator updates for several classes after processing each feature vector. In HTS systems, however, the accumulator updates are zero for the majority of the classes. The code was modified to keep track of which classes need to be processed when updating the accumulator statistics.

Finally, support was added to the HERest program to iteratively estimate feature transforms. This is useful for reducing the overhead associated with reading and writing the HMM set between iterations. These modifications were evaluated on an HMM speaker adaptation task. The average voice model was trained 39 hours of speech produced by 163 male speakers from the Wall Street Journal (WSJ) corpus [16, 17]. The models were developed using the same training procedure and default configuration settings distributed with the HTS speaker adaption demo. The final HMM set included 1,342,104 physical HMMs and a total of 223,890 classes were used for adaptation. Table 3 shows the computation time required to adapt the average voice model using 40 utterances. Note that the optimized model writing in Table 3 included the

---

12 Available at: http://hts.sp.nitech.ac.jp
13 The ~h macro described in the HTK Book [2]
14 Available at: http://hts.sp.nitech.ac.jp/archives/2.1.1/HTS-demo_CMU-ARCTIC-ADAPT.tar.bz2
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following changes: the physical HMM definitions were not written when updating the models, and the HMM list was not compacted to merge HMMs that shared the same distributions.15

2.3.2. English Full Context Models

HMM-based speech synthesis systems were developed for English using full context labels. In ASR systems, HMMs are typically trained to model triphones. HMM-based speech synthesis systems can also be trained to model triphones, although more natural speech can be synthesized by incorporating additional contextual information. The full context labels used in this experiment are the same as distributed with the HTS speaker adaption demo, and include contextual factors such as syllable stress, syllable identity, and word position.

Full context labels were generated for the WSJ corpus using Festival,16 and initial time alignments were produced using an HTK ASR system trained on the same data set. Average voice models were developed on three subsets of the WSJ corpus using the same training procedure and default configuration settings distributed with the HTS speaker adaption demo. Each subset included the same 163 male speakers and was created by selecting a maximum of $N$ utterances per speaker. The first model was trained on 12 hours of speech selected using $N = 50$; the second model was trained on 23 hours of speech selected using $N = 100$; and the third model was trained on 39 hours of speech selected using $N = 200$. No formal listening tests were conducted to compare the models, although it is the author’s opinion that increasing the amount of speech data improved the overall voice quality.

2.3.3. Speaker Adaptation GUI

A GUI was developed for recording speech and adapting an HMM-based speech synthesis system.17 Figure 7 shows a screenshot of the GUI. The user is first prompted to record a set of sentences. Audio playback and recording are provided using the Snack Sound Toolkit.18 After recording the sentences, the following procedure is applied to adapt the HMMs:

---

15 The HHEd CO command described in the HTK Book [2]
16 Available at: http://www.cstr.ed.ac.uk/projects/festival
17 The GUI is a modified version of the SCREAM Lab Recorder developed by Mr. Eric Hansen
18 Available at: http://www.speech.kth.se/snack
Generate full context labels for each sentence using Festival

1. Compute spectrum and pitch features for each audio file
2. Synthesize unseen non-SAT HMMs using the decision tree questions
3. Adapt the non-SAT HMMs
4. Synthesize unseen SAT HMMs using the decision tree questions
5. Adapt the SAT HMMs using the models estimated in Step 4 for the initial alignment
6. Convert the models to hts_engine format

The configuration settings are specified using the same file format as distributed with the HTS speaker adaption demo. To reduce the computation time, an option was added for skipping Steps 3–4 and using the SAT HMMs for the initial alignment in Step 6. In the author’s opinion, this has a negligible effect on the final voice quality.

2.3.4. HTK Improvements

The HTK code was modified to support optional compilation for 64-bit platforms, including HDecode. Compile-time checking of the size of a pointer is used to determine 32 versus 64 bit compilation. It was also determined that using the Intel C++ Compiler can result in an up to 30% increase in performance.

The feasibility of porting HTK to use the GPGPU was researched and found to not be suitable without a comprehensive redesign.

2.3.5. Summary

The HTS code was modified to reduce the overall computation time. First, the model writing procedure was optimized so that the physical HMM definitions are only written when required and the HMM list is not compacted. Next, the code was modified to optimize the accumulation
of statistics when estimating feature transforms. Finally, support was added to the HERest program to iteratively estimate feature transforms. These changes reduced the overall computation time from 19.7 hours to 0.7 hours on an HMM speaker adaptation task.

Three English HMM-based speech synthesis systems were developed using full context labels. The models were trained on 12 hours, 23 hours, and 39 hours of speech spoken by 163 male speakers from the WSJ corpus. Lastly, a GUI was developed for recording speech and adapting an HMM-based speech synthesis system.

2.3.6. Recommendations for Future Work

English HMM-based speech synthesis systems were only developed using male speakers; it would be useful to train systems on female speakers as well. A common method for developing an HMM-based speech synthesis system is to train an average voice model from multiple speakers and then adapt the model to fit the characteristics of a single speaker. New voices could be created by adapting the models described in Section 0. In addition, it could be beneficial to conduct a formal listening test to compare the systems.

The GUI used to record speech currently relies on the Snack Sound Toolkit. The most recent release of this toolkit from the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH) was in 2005, and on our newest computers we have experienced problems interfacing with the sound card. It would be worthwhile to implement an alternative method for recoding and playing audio.

2.4 Spoken Language Translation Systems / Text Translation Systems

This section discusses Spoken Language Translation Systems and Text Translation Systems. Section 0 covers Prototype Systems Development, section 0 covers Operational Systems Development, and sections 0 and 0 provide a summary and recommendations for future work.

2.4.1. Prototype Systems Development

The FMCF developed by Northrop Grumman is a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) that allows for MT, optical character recognition (OCR) and ASR through a set of collaboration tools.

Northrop Grumman has been developing an incarnation of the FMCF for use by NASIC and wanted to incorporate the Moses Server translation web service into the toolset.

Northrop Grumman allowed the SCREAM Lab to use a version of FMCF on a laptop that was partitioned off so that a Linux installation could be installed with PHP capabilities, allowing communication with FMCF.

Once PHP was installed on the laptop work began on installing the script for basic communication with the SCREAM network and the development of the WSDL files for translation through the Moses Server.

The documentation provided for FMCF’s own web services described the method calls it used for file queuing, translation and retrieval. The WSDL services would need to be able to communicate from the Moses Servers’ specific translation ports and send it back to FMCF.

A series of basic WSDL files were created to define the method calls and to check the validity of the web services process. The set of WSDL files were then culled into one main WSDL file to support testing on the SCREAM network. A portion of this file can be seen in Figure 8. Ideally, FMCF would have been updated to allow for the calls to the Moses Server WSDL.
Regrettably, Northrop Grumman lost their financing through NASIC and the work remains incomplete on the laptop. Since that time some of the licenses to FMCF collaboration tools have expired and it is impossible to even continue on this endeavor.

2.4.2. Operational Systems Development

Due to the problems described at the end of Section 0, work on operational prototype SLTS and TTS systems could not proceed.

2.4.3. Summary

PHP and MySQL were installed on the FMCF Laptop to begin WSDL communication between the laptop and the SCREAM network. Because of lack of funding for the Northrop Grumman work, this work has stalled.

2.4.4. Recommendations for Future Work

It is recommended that there is continued development of web services for translations between separate systems based on the knowledge learned through the initial steps of binding to the FMCF server.
2.5 Laboratory Corpora Support

Corpora were created or extended for various languages, including French, Dari, Pashto, Arabic, Hindi, Urdu, and Hausa; corpus resources were identified for Farsi, Swahili, Somali, Hausa, Igbo, and Yoruba. The Global Language Online Support System (GLOSS) website was used to generate parallel text. Section 0 discusses parallel text, Section 0 covers the identification of Lexical resources, Section 0 mentions treebank resources, Section 0 identifies other MT resources, and Section 0 discusses parallel text resources via human translators.

2.5.1 Parallel Text

The development of good MT models requires large amounts of parallel text from which the system can extract translation patterns. This section reports the identification of online resources for parallel text documents for Dari, Pashto, Farsi, French, Swahili, Hausa, Somali, Yoruba, and Igbo, as well as parallel text from online language classes for Arabic, Dari, Hindi, Pashto, Hausa,
and Urdu. Also reported here are the steps taken to verify that extracted text has been assigned to the correct language, and that text derived from PDFs has been extracted in the correct order.

**Identification of Parallel Text Resources Online:**

Websites can provide parallel text for certain language pairs. Identifying these websites involves searching for the language name or typical words of the language, and examining sample text to see if the correct language is present and if the material in the two languages is actually parallel.

**English/Dari/Pashto:** Websites containing parallel text in English, Dari, and Pashto include the previously identified Sada-e-Azadi news website, various Afghanistan government websites, and the Institute for War and Peace Reporting website. (see Appendix A)

**English/Farsi:** Parallel text in English and Farsi can be used to help translate the English/Dari language pair. Websites containing English and Farsi text include: the US Virtual Embassy to Iran, the US State Department Bureau of International Information Programs, and the Central Asia Online website (with English, Farsi, Urdu, and Russian). (see Appendix B)

**African Languages: Swahili, Somali, Hausa, Igbo, Yoruba:**

An initial search was conducted to identify online resources for African languages, including Swahili, Somali, Hausa, Igbo, and Yoruba. Health and legal documents for refugee populations were the primary sources identified for text with English translations. (see Appendix C)

**French/English TED Talks:** The TED talk dataset includes both parallel text, with matching articles in French and English, and monolingual text, with articles just in English. This monolingual data was supplemented by identifying the corresponding French data from a webscrape. Programs were written to format the data (removing timestamps, combining sentence fragments, and adding XML tags). The resulting files were hand-edited to ensure parallel sentence breaks across the French and English files.

**French Hand-Aligned Data:** Two sources of French data were identified in which the word alignments have been hand-edited by human translators. These are the Hansard hand-aligned corpus19 and the Europarl hand-aligned corpus.20 These contain 447 sentences of the Hansards of the Canadian parliament [18] and 100 sentences from the proceedings of the European Parliament [19], respectively.

**Global Language Online Support System (GLOSS) Collection:** The GLOSS website21 is the Defense Language Institute’s Foreign Language Center for independent study of foreign languages.

The GLOSS website was scraped to gather its parallel text and corresponding media files. A basic wget script was written to crawl through specific language directory structures and download it into a mirror of the site locally. This scraping was able to acquire the following courses:

Table 4: Languages and Number of Courses from the GLOSS Website

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Courses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dari</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hausa</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hindi</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pashto</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urdu</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A Perl script was developed to parse the HTML and create separate text files for the language, English text, skill level and comprehension level. Table 4 shows the HTML of the GLOSS course webpage and Figure 10 shows the English and source language after separation. As of this report only the Arabic course files have been fully processed.

**Language Identification:** MT can be improved by identifying errors in which certain sections of the training data are in the wrong language. This language identification process must exclude direct quotations or named entities, however. An existing program, TextCat, was used for language identification based on ngram frequency models; specialized programs were also written to detect the language based on lexical coverage and character ranges, without the need to compute a frequency model.

**Dari and Pashto Language Identification in the Sada-e-Azadi Data:** Text extracted from the Sada-e-Azadi news website sometimes has errors in which an article is misidentified as Dari vs. Pashto or vice versa. To address this problem, a program was written to check individual words against a dictionary and report the percent of unknown words. Dari files should have fewer unknowns with the Dari lexicon, and Pashto files should have fewer unknowns with the Pashto lexicon.

A second program was written to distinguish Dari and Pashto text, based on the proportion of Pashto-specific characters (څ،ڼ،ڼ،ږ،ښ،ړ،ډ،ټ،ځ،څ)، as well as the occurrence of the Pashto word د/‘of’. In the data from Sada-e-Azadi, Pashto files typically have 75% or more lines identified as specifically Pashto. A Dari file that contains borrowed Pashto words will have some lines identified as Pashto, but the percentage is typically below 40%. Another indicator that could be used is the fact that Dari writers typically use Arabic numerals (123), while Pashto writers use Eastern Arabic numerals (١،٢،٣).

A program was written to detect Dari or Pashto characters within an English text, for use in troubleshooting parallel text. The program reports the proportion of non-English text, since a small amount could represent a legitimate use such as a quotation or a name spelled out in two languages.
Figure 9: Embedded Languages in the HTML of the GLOSS Courses

Figure 10: English and Source Files Created from Extraction of the GLOSS Course Files
Non-French Languages in the French Data: The French dataset contains some sections of wrong-language text. The newscom articles include English and German in the French; the Europarl articles include English, Greek, Russian, and other languages in the French; and the gigaword French files also include Canadian languages like Inuktitut.

A program was written using character ranges to find sections of non-Latin characters in the French data. This enabled the removal of sections of Greek and Russian text, for example.

It is harder to detect English in the French, since both languages use the Latin alphabet, and the languages have many identical words (e.g., identification). A program was written to report sentences that match exactly across the English and the French files. These are sometimes legitimate, involving either matching English and French words, names, or direct quotations. Longer identical sentences are likely to be errors, however. A second program was written that uses the Levenshtein edit distance to detect parts of sentences that have been copied instead of translated.

PDF Extraction Reversals: When text is extracted from the Sada-e-Azadi PDF files, about half the files have the letters reversed (even though the letters display correctly in the original PDF file). Reversed files were detected by calculating the percentage of unknown words using a language-specific dictionary. For the Sada-e-Azadi data, actual Dari files tend to have 60% or more words found in the current Farsi lexicon, while actual Pashto files tend to have 80% or more words found in the current Pashto lexicon. Files below these levels were candidates for a second program that reverses each line. The reversed files were then run through the dictionary check again; a decrease in unknown words shows that the reversal has restored the correct order.

Unfortunately, the letter-reversal program is insufficient to restore the reversed articles. The column format used in the Sada-e-Azadi articles causes the text to be extracted in sections, and therefore reversed text needs to be re-constituted section by section. After extraction, however, the column break information is no longer available.

Diagram of Column Reversal Problem

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PDF Display</th>
<th>Extraction Error</th>
<th>After Letter Reversal</th>
<th>Required Order</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FE DC BA ML KJ IH</td>
<td>FE DC BA ML KJ IH</td>
<td>HI JK LM AB CD EF</td>
<td>AB CD EF HI JK LM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additional problems arise when the text contains digits, or words in Latin characters, which both run left to right within the right-to-left Arabic script document.

A second method was developed to correct the reversed files, using the original locational data for each character. The existing program PDFMiner\textsuperscript{22} is used to generate a list of characters and xy-coordinates; a new program, pdfminer2text.pl, was written to re-create the words in order. This program detects the presence of Arabic or Latin characters or digits, and outputs the appropriate right-to-left or left-to-right order.

2.5.2. Lexica

This section reports the identification of online lexical resources for Dari, Pashto, Urdu, Swahili, Hausa, Somali, Yoruba, Igbo, and French, as well as the improvement of existing lexical resources for Pashto and Urdu.

\textsuperscript{22} http://www.unixuser.org/~euske/python/pdfminer/
**Identified Lexicon Resources Online:** A search was conducted for online lexicon resources for various languages. For French, only a few small dictionaries were freely available; larger, older dictionaries are available only by purchase. For the African languages, online dictionaries were located of varying size and quality for Swahili, Hausa, Somali, Yoruba, and Igbo. (see Appendix C)

The website for the Digital Dictionaries of South Asia (DSAL) was identified as a source of lexicon resources for Dari, Pashto, and Urdu. This includes the Raverty dictionary for Pashto, which contains almost 15,000 entries, and the smaller Heston dictionary, with about 1300 entries. (see Appendix A) The format of these dictionaries makes it difficult to extract the entries; so far, headwords have been extracted from the Raverty dictionary.

Online flashcards were identified as a supplemental source of Pashto lexical information. About 2000 flashcard entries have been collected and added to the Pashto lexicon.

**Lexicon Processing and Correction:** Existing Pashto and Urdu lexicon resources were improved by spelling normalization, correction of entries with split or run-together words, and the definition of entries for new words.

**Pashto:** The LDC Pashto lexicon was examined for spelling normalization issues (see Section 0) and general accuracy. Two types of errors were identified: misspelling in the English glosses, and incomplete phrasal translations. When the English definition is a phrase such as "to VERB" or "was VERBing", the Pashto word is often defined with just the word to or was. There are 90 words glossed as to and 28 words glossed as was; presumably, many of these represent defective glosses. Additionally, several Pashto words in the lexicon include an attached د /d/ which means of; these are sometimes glossed appropriately as "of NOUN", but often they are glossed as just of, as shown here:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pashto String</th>
<th>Transliteration</th>
<th>English Gloss</th>
<th>Literal Meaning</th>
<th>Correct</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>يادو</td>
<td>yadw</td>
<td>remember</td>
<td>remember</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>يادول</td>
<td>yadwl</td>
<td>to</td>
<td>remember-infinitive</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>دکابل</td>
<td>dkabl</td>
<td>Kabul's</td>
<td>of-Kabul</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>دامریکا</td>
<td>damryka</td>
<td>of</td>
<td>of-America</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Urdu:** Work continued on improvements to the LDC Urdu Lexicon. (See Section 0).

**Reviewed Lexicon Formats:** A review was made of alternatives to the LDC lexicon format, such as the Open Lexicon Interchange Format (OLIF), in order to consider how to integrate additional lexical resources.

**2.5.3. Treebanks**

Existing French treebank resources were identified, with the most promising being the Abeillé treebank [20] built from 1 million words from the French newspaper le Monde.23

**2.5.4. MT Resources**

This section reports the identification of existing language processing software (such as part of speech taggers and morphological analyzers) for Pashto, Farsi, and the African languages.

---

**Pashto:** Existing resources were identified for processing Pashto, including part of speech taggers, morphological analyzers, and rule-based translation systems. (See Appendix A)

**Farsi:** Existing resources were identified for the morphological processing of Farsi, for possible use with Dari, a closely related language. (See Appendix B)

**African Languages:** The African Language Technology (AFLAT) organization was identified as a source of technical papers and other resources for the MT of African languages. (See Appendix C)

Somali was noted to have extensive morphological inflection, which indicates the need to develop a stemming program for this language to improve MT.

### 2.5.5. Translation

This section reports the development of parallel text resources through the use of human translators for a Pashto/French/English newswire dataset.

**Pashto > French > English:** The SCREAM lab participated in a project in which French researchers transcribe Pashto news audio (e.g., from Voice of America broadcasts), translating the Pashto text into French text, which is then translated into English in the SCREAM lab. This will eventually create a trilingual corpus of parallel text in Pashto, French, and English.

Initial work was done on one hour of Pashto audio that had been translated into French, and on a separate French sample with a known English reference. Two human translators created the English translations. The metrics multi-bleu and sclite were used to measure variation between the translation and the original reference file, both for quality control and as an assessment of the potential usefulness of the translations as sources for paraphrasing.

**English > French:** An English file was translated into French to create an additional reference file, considering the possibility that a non-native French speaker might be able to create a translation that contains useful variation from the reference file. The metrics multi-bleu and sclite were used to measure variation between the translation and the original reference.

### 2.5.6. Summary

Online resources for parallel text were identified for Dari, Pashto, Farsi, and a variety of African languages. French data with hand-edited word alignments were also collected. Existing Pashto and Urdu lexicon files were examined for systematic errors and additional lexical entries were developed. Also, human translators were used to create the English component of a preliminary Pashto/French/English dataset.

The GLOSS website was scraped for independent study courses in 6 languages (Arabic, Dari, Hindi, Pashto, Hausa, and Urdu) and code was created that parsed the files for parallel text. After collection, the online resources were analyzed for problems in language identification and for text extraction problems in PDF files.

### 2.5.7. Recommendations for Future Work

Language identification should be verified for data collected from online sources. Resources developed from audio news broadcasts should be annotated for voice-overs in different languages.
Parallel text resources collected from online sources should be sorted according to domain (political commentary/newswire vs. immigrant information, for example). News sources should be revisited for additional postings over time. This news data and the continued scraping of the GLOSS website for newer courses and more languages could eventually result in enough parallel corpora to help in training LMs for MT.

2.6 Named Entity Detection Benefits for Language Processing

Section 0 discusses subject matter expertise in computational linguistics and section 0 covers algorithm development for domain specific translation systems.

2.6.1. Computational Linguistics Subject Matter Expertise

The researcher working in this area is familiar with various NE Tagging programs and has experience with different ways to apply NE tagging within the MT pipeline, such as tagging the names with the translation as an attribute, pre-translating the names, or automatically transliterating the names.

2.6.2. Algorithm Development for Domain Specific Translation Systems

Developments for NE processing include the collection of NE lists and methods to correct word boundary errors that impede NE recognition.

Collection of Named Entity Lists: Named Entity lists were collected for Dari and Pashto using election oversight websites, which provide names of persons, media outlets, cities, and provinces in Afghanistan. (See Appendix A)

Word Boundary Correction to Support Named Entity Detection: Arabic script languages often appear with word boundary errors that can impede named entity detection. Some characters are linked, but others are non-joiners, giving the appearance of a space within a word. Sometimes writers fail to type an actual space between words when there are non-joining characters; alternatively, writers may add spaces within words. For example, the Urdu data includes the sequence اوربرازیل/aorbrazyl/ which is the run-together form of اور /aor/ plus برازیل/brazyl/ "and Brazil". Since the letter /r/ does not connect to the following letter, the run-together form preserves the appearance of word spacing.

These variations can cause words to remain unknown in MT in general, and can impede the recognition and translation of named entities in particular. Previous work with the LDC-supplied NE tagger for Urdu revealed problems in the isolation of names from postpositions and punctuation marks. Postpositions were also sometimes tagged as named entities by themselves. (See Appendix D) This shows the importance of applying tokenization and morphological processing to the input files before training or applying a named entity tagger.

The Pashto data show a particularly high frequency of variations involving attached/detached words. For example, the word /d/ ‘of’ is sometimes written separately and sometimes written as part of the following word; similarly, the word /aor/ ‘and’ can be found attached or unattached. Thus, a phrase like "of peace and security" occurs in several variants:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pashto (Transliterated)</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>d soly ao amnyt</td>
<td>of peace and security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d soly aoamnyt</td>
<td>of peace and-security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dsoly ao amnyt</td>
<td>of-peace and security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dsoly aoamnyt</td>
<td>of-peace and-security</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Various algorithms were tested to detect and correct these word boundary errors. In previous work, a program was developed to count the frequency of the unigram and bigram variants and convert all forms to the more frequent variant before sending the data to MT. For example, in English the program might note that *snowfall* is more frequent than *snow fall*, and convert all instances to the unigram form.

In the current effort, the bigram-unigram conversion program was applied to Pashto. This process succeeded in splitting instances of preposition and noun, but it also improperly split some characters from stems. Applying the conversion program before MT did not improve the overall performance of the translation system.

**Creation of Separate Lexicon for Named Entities:** An effort was made to sort the Urdu lexicon into named entities and common nouns, in order to support tagging and translation of named entities. This division was problematic, however, since many names also have common meanings (e.g., *Malik* means *state*; *Aziz* means *beloved*). Future work might resolve these ambiguities by assigning a probability weighting to the various meanings, or by applying LMs to determine contextual meaning.

### 2.6.3. Summary

Word boundary errors were identified as a primary source of problems for named entity detection and for the automatic creation of named entity lists. Online resources were identified for the manual creation of named entity lists.

### 2.6.4. Recommendations for Future Work

Future work should compare list-based and statistically-based named entity tagging methods. Morphological issues should be addressed when training and applying named entity detectors in languages with inflected forms or spelling variation.

### 2.7. Recognition and Translation Performance Assessment

As noted in Section 0, a bigram-unigram conversion program was applied to the Pashto data to split instances of run-together words. This succeeded in isolating previously obscured words and names, however, in some cases characters were improperly split from stems. Applying the conversion program before MT did not improve the overall performance of the translation system.

### 2.8. English to Urdu Translation

A native-speaker consultant was used to create English/Urdu parallel text resources in two domains, and to review and improve existing word alignments and lexical entries.
2.8.1. Urdu BTEC Dataset
An Urdu version of the BTEC dataset was developed by having a native-speaker consultant translate the English sentences into Urdu. This dataset was then edited and normalized for spelling and punctuation. (See Section 0).

2.8.2. Urdu Information Retrieval Dataset
English sentences and keywords were translated into Urdu by a native-speaker consultant for use in an information retrieval and topic detection project. This dataset was also edited for punctuation normalization. (See Section 0).

2.8.3. Translation Accuracy
This section reports improvements to the Urdu word alignments and the Urdu lexicon, based on the judgments of a human translator.

Word Alignment: The BTEC English/Urdu translations were automatically word-aligned, sorted by alignment score, and returned to the native-speaker consultant for alignment editing of the worst-scoring sentences. This process also helped identify some errors in the initial human translation from English into Urdu, as, for example, when part of a sentence had been omitted in the translation.

Lexicon: Previous work improved the LDC Urdu lexicon via translation of OOV words by a native-speaker consultant. Work continued on this lexicon. The focus was on closed class words (prepositions, conjunctions, numerals) and high frequency words; definitions were created for the most frequent words down to words that occur 4 or more times in our data. (See Appendix D)

A percent unknown program was used to compare the coverage of words in the Urdu training data. Results showed that the augmented dictionary improves coverage over the original LDC dictionary, with the percentage of unknown words dropping from 13% to 5%.

2.8.4. Summary
Additional Urdu resources were created by using a native-speaker consultant to translate documents, edit machine-generated word alignments, and translate individual words for the Urdu lexicon.

2.8.5. Recommendations for Future Work
Automatically-generated word alignment scores proved to be a useful metric for identifying errors in the work of a human translator; this should be added as a routine step in reviewing translation accuracy.

2.8.6. Laboratory System Administration Support
System Administration support was provided to maintain the computational efficacy of the SCREAM Laboratory in order to support SALT research.

Some significant system administration tasks accomplished under this task are listed below. Many frequent system administration tasks, such as routine system maintenance, backups, system repair, system troubleshooting, and user support, also accomplished under this task order may not be listed.
Under the ICER contract, system administration tasks are included in multiple task orders that support the SCREAM Laboratory. In many cases, non-trivial system administration tasks were split between different task orders. Some of the significant tasks listed below may also appear in reports for other task orders as the work was split between multiple task orders.

- Integrated a new 19TB RAID6 arrays into the SCREAM Laboratory network.
- Integrated additional Linux servers and workstations into the SCREAM Laboratory network.
- Updated in-house software to provide near real-time performance monitoring of all the Linux servers and workstations on the SCREAM Lab network. Using ZeroMQ, a high-performance asynchronous messaging library, instant performance statistics from 100 Linux systems are retrieved and displayed within 1-3 seconds.
- Deployed Munin performance monitoring software on all Linux systems. Data collected every 5 minutes and displayed on daily, weekly, and monthly graphs help analyze and identify network and system performance problems.
- Setup virtual tape backups that utilize unused disk space found on the large hard drives in many of the newer Linux workstations, providing better backup coverage for frequently changing data generated by active experiments.
- Analyzed problems with statically linked, legacy, Linux software and large XFS filesystems. Due to the size of the newer RAID 6 arrays in the SCREAM Laboratory, XFS filesystems using 64-bit inodes are being used. Some older binary software that was statically linked with 32-bit system libraries cannot access the 64-bit inodes and will fail with “file not found” errors. In some cases disabling the enable_ino64 parameter on the NFS client will allow the software to access the filesystem.
- Re-configured network connections on the three main SCREAM Lab NFS servers to increase available bandwidth by utilizing multiple Ethernet connections and link aggregation protocols.
- Installed and configured xml-qstat, which provides a web-based user interface to display status of jobs running on Open Grid Scheduler (OGS).
- Updated computer status page to display number and status of OGS jobs. Implemented Javascript pop-up windows to display detailed OGS job information on a per-host basis.
- Moved the SCREAM Lab authentication server from a desktop class system to a rack-mounted server class machine with redundant power supplies.
- Tested Centrify Express, software that provides Linux integration into Microsoft Active Directory, for possible use as a Single Sign-On (SSO) solution and upgrade to NIS and Samba authentication schemes.
- Performed some initial experiments with the Ceph distributed storage system.
- Created a tutorial for generating screencast videos from Linux using FFmpeg or gtk-recordMyDesktop. Determined a method to multiplex audio from a running application and the microphone to provide narration to a screencast video along with audio from the application.
3.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This document summarized work completed by SRA International, Inc. during the period 20 August 2009 to 28 February 2013.

The Sphinx-4 speech recognition engine was modified to apply class-based feature transforms and correctly mark LM scores in lattices. An Arabic ASR system was developed on the TDT4 corpus. Narrowband and wideband AMs were developed using HTK, and a trigram LM was estimated using the SRILM Toolkit. An English ASR system was developed for the IWSLT 2011 evaluation. An improvement in system performance was obtained by discriminatively training the HMMs, applying SAT, decoding with an interpolated LM, and rescoring with a 4-gram LM.

HDecode recognition lattices typically have less hypothesized word sequences than Sphinx-4 lattices. It might be beneficial to investigate alternative algorithms for creating the lattices. The Arabic ASR system did not apply SAT because the speaker identities were not known. One possible workaround would be to automatically cluster the segments. Another potential area for improvement would be using additional text data to estimate the LM. No improvement in WER was obtained on the IWSLT dev2010 partition by combining the outputs from three different ASR systems. This may be because the difference in WER between the best and worst system is 9.9% absolute. An improvement in system performance might be obtained by combining systems with more comparable WERs or using a different method for system combination.

Various improvements were developed for the SMT2 SMT system. Character level processing was improved by reducing variation with spelling normalization and tokenization. Morphological processing was used to improve recognition of different instances of the same word. Errors in sentence alignment were detected and corrected. Word alignment errors were analyzed to reduce phrase table errors. Several paraphrasing software programs were explored to generate variant sentences with similar meanings for use in training or scoring of MT.

Performance enhancements, functionality enhancements, and error corrections were performed on various software packages which are actively being used in the SCREAM Laboratory. The Carnegie Mellon MT Eval server had various scoring displays and functions added to its framework.

Spelling normalization for Dari should be investigated further, since there are variant characters that occur in similar proportions in the data, according to the preference of the writer. Pashto machine translation might be improved by creating a Pashto morphological analyzer, possibly built within the GF/Molto rule system, using published morphological rules for Pashto noun and verb inflection.

Lattice and confusion net representations were explored for paraphrasing; lattices could also be applied to represent other variations, including punctuation variants (e.g., French « » vs. ""), inflected forms, and semantic alternatives such as the simple vs. compound past forms of French verbs.

Current punctuation normalization and tokenization methods depend on well-defined lists of punctuation characters. However, data across languages show unexpected use of punctuation, and this variation increases in informal text such as blogs and social media. Future work should therefore consider more dynamic methods of recognizing and normalizing punctuation variation.
Sentence alignment corrections did not provide the expected benefits for translation. Instead, further research should be focus on word alignment and its relationship to phrase table extraction, including the use of word alignment weights and the possible use of validated word alignments to delimit phrases.

Performance enhancements should be continually researched, using both traditional techniques and utilizing a GPGPU.

Three English HMM-based speech synthesis systems were developed using full context labels. A GUI was developed for recording speech and adapting an HMM-based speech synthesis system.

English HMM-based speech synthesis systems were only developed using male speakers; it would be useful to train systems on female speakers as well. In addition, it could be beneficial to conduct a formal listening test to compare the systems.

The GUI used to record speech currently relies on the Snack Sound Toolkit. The most recent release of this toolkit from the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH) was in 2005, and on our newest computers we have experienced problems interfacing with the sound card. It would be worthwhile to implement an alternative method for recording and playing audio.

Online resources for parallel text were identified for Dari, Pashto, Farsi, and a variety of African languages. The GLOSS website was scraped for independent study courses in six languages (Arabic, Dari, Hindi, Pashto, Hausa, and Urdu) and code was created that parsed the files for parallel text.

Parallel text resources collected from online sources should be sorted according to domain (political commentary/newswire vs. immigrant information, for example). News sources should be revisited for additional postings over time. This news data and the continued scraping of the GLOSS website for newer courses and more languages could eventually result in enough parallel corpora to help in training LMs for MT.

Word boundary errors were identified as a primary source of problems for named entity detection and for the automatic creation of named entity lists. Online resources were identified for the manual creation of named entity lists.

Future work should compare list-based and statistically-based named entity tagging methods. Morphological issues should be addressed when training and applying named entity detectors in languages with inflected forms or spelling variation.

Additional Urdu resources were created by using a native-speaker consultant to translate documents, edit machine-generated word alignments, and translate individual words for the Urdu lexicon.

Lastly, automatically-generated word alignment scores proved to be a useful metric for identifying errors in the work of a human translator; this should be added as a routine step in reviewing translation accuracy.
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APPENDIX A - Dari and Pashto Parallel Text Resources
Parallel Text and Other Resources: English/Dari/Pashto
DRAFT: revised 21 December 2012

Introduction

This documents is divided into sections for:

Parallel Text
  News
  Documents > 20 pages
  Websites with parallel pages, named in parallel
Lesser Resources
Dictionaries and Wordlists
Named Entities
News: Comparable Text
Multimedia
Tools for MT
Sites to Watch

Within these sections, there are some sub-sections for resources that are two-way parallel only (e.g., just English/Dari). These are highlighted in magenta.

General notes for working with Dari and Pashto websites
Green highlight indicates instructions for the data collector. Yellow highlight indicates domain such as news, medical, etc. (data should be saved in separate files for each domain).

Navigation
Abbreviations for Dari include dr and fa (for Farsi). Abbreviations for Pashto include pa and ps.
On websites with parallel text, there is often a tab at the top or bottom for selecting the language with these words:
  English
  پښتو درې
  [English Dari Pashto]

Distinguishing Dari and Pashto
Characters with rings (ت ټ ڼ ټ) are Pashto (but might show up in Dari text as part of named entities).
Dari tends to use digits like 123, while Pashto tends to use digits like ۱ ۲ ۳

Dates
Dari and Pashto documents may express dates in the Islamic calendar (2010 = 1388, 1389)

Language Names
The language of Iran was called Persian, and is now usually called Farsi. Dari is the version of Persian/Farsi that is spoken in Afghanistan.
Pashto may also be listed as Pushto, Pukhto, and other variations (see Kopris, "Computing in Pashto" 2005 http://www.iranianlinguistics.org/papers/Kopris_Proof_2.22.pdf)

**Parallel Text**

**News**

Sada-e-Azadi newspaper
parallel text in English, Dari, Pashto, in columns
www.sada-e-azadi.net

Institute for War & Peace Reporting
http://iwpr.net/
There appear to be about 100 news articles in English, Dari, and Pashto, with ongoing postings.
"Stories written by trainee journalists are published in the Afghan Recovery Report, which appears each week on IWPR’s website in English, Dari and Pashto ..."
http://iwpr.net/programme/142/issue-archive [most recent articles are only in English]
http://iwpr.net/programme/142/issue-archive?page=2 [starting in April 2012, some articles translated into Dari and Pashto]
Articles are not named in parallel, but there are links at the top of each article to the alternate language versions.
To get just the Pashto articles:
http://iwpr.net/ps/programme/%D8%A7%D9%81%D8%BA%D8%A7%D9%86%D8%B3%D8%AA%D8%A7%D9%86-afghanistan-pashto

Pajhwok newspaper  -- registration required --
parallel articles in English, Dari, Pashto
http://www.pajhwok.com/en
http://www.pajhwok.com/dr
http://www.pajhwok.com/ps
-- but some older articles are freely available --
for example, on 7 June 2012, articles prior to 25 May 2012 are available
Search by date here: http://www.pajhwok.com/en/archives
from the English article, click on the link(s) in the upper right for Dari پښتو or Pashto دوی version
http://www.pajhwok.com/en/2012/05/24/uruzgan-officials-donate-blood
not all English articles have translations; not named in parallel

USAID press releases, many translated into English/Dari/Pashto
Starting in May of 2011, just English titles are listed, but at the bottom of the English article
are links to pdf files for English, Dari, and Pashto, e.g.,
2011.10.04 Press Release Women’s Capacity Building Graduation (English)
2011.10.04 Press Release Women’s Capacity Building Graduation (Pashto)
**2011.10.04 PressRelease-Women’s Capacity Building Graduation (Dari)**

MRRD – Afghanistan Ministry of Rural Rehabilitation and Development press releases in English/Dari/Pashto since May 5, 2010
note: English is unidiomatic
for example,

MCIT - Afghanistan Ministry of Communications and Information Technology press releases in English/Dari/Pashto since Dec 2010
for example,

World Bank press releases
62 parallel articles, but not named in parallel.
Index pages for Dari and Pashto:
for example,

**Documents > 20 pages**

**news domain**
Asia Foundation
Afghanistan in 2007 (200 pp)
www.asiafoundation.org/publications/pdf/20 [English]
www.asiafoundation.org/publications/pdf/255 [Dari]
www.asiafoundation.org/publications/pdf/256 [Pashto]

**medical domain**
Canada, Community Resource Connections of Toronto
Navigating Mental Health Services in Toronto - A Guide for Newcomer Communities (100 page brochure)
http://www.crct.org/lanresources/PDFs/CRCT-NMHS-Dari.pdf
http://www.crct.org/lanresources/PDFs/CRCT-NMHS-Pashto.pdf

** citizen information domain **
First Steps: An Orientation Package for Government-Assisted Refugees (103 page brochure)
http://www.settlement.org/downloads/First_Steps_English.pdf
http://www.settlement.org/downloads/First_Steps_Dari.pdf
http://www.settlement.org/downloads/First_Steps_Pashtu.pdf

** legal domain **
UNIFEM – UN Development Fund for Women Parliamentary Manual (80 pp)
http://www.unifem.org/afghanistan/docs/pubs/05/parliament_manual_EN_05.pdf
http://www.unifem.org/afghanistan/docs/pubs/05/parliament_manual_DR_05.pdf
http://www.unifem.org/afghanistan/docs/pubs/05/parliament_manual_PSH_05.pdf

** news domain **
Mine Action Coordination Centre of Afghanistan, reports

** political domain **
NDI – National Democratic Institute
observation of 2010 election (21 pp)
similarly, this document (14 pp)
polling manual (26 pages, includes charts, questionnaires)

58
Distribution A: Approved for public release; distribution is unlimited; 88ABW-2013-2896, cleared 18 June 2013
**political domain**
IEC – Independent Election Commission
www.iec.org.af/jemb.org/index.html
Media Commission Report (25 pp)
[note: Dari document has tracked changes, might show up in extracted text]

**legal domain**
Electoral Law (25 pp)
[note: Dari and Pashto are in columns in the second document, Dari on the left]

**Documents > 20 pages, English/Dari only**

**legal domain**
UNIFEM – UN Development Fund for Women
documents are indexed by year; documents prior to 2006 are scanned only
Toolkit 1: International Instruments for the Protection of Women’s Human Rights, 40 pp [2007]
Toolkit 2: Women Parliamentarians Making a Difference in Politics, 44 pp [2007]
Toolkit 3: Legislative Process, 26 pp [2007]

**medical domain**
Canada, Center for Addiction and Mental Health
http://www.camh.net/About_Addiction_Mental_Health/Mental_Health_Information/Alone_in_Canada/alone_in_canada.pdf
http://www.camh.net/About_Addiction_Mental_Health/Mental_Health_Information/Alone_in_Canada/alone_in_canada_dari.pdf [70 page brochure]

**Documents > 20 pages, English/Pashto only**

**news domain**
Mine Action Coordination Centre of Afghanistan, reports

**medical domain**
Centre for Addiction and Mental Health
[48 page brochure]

**Websites with parallel pages, named in parallel**

** political domain **
IEC – Independent Election Commission
[note: some of the pdfs are text, but some are only scanned documents]
parallel pages, for example:
www.iec.org.af/eng/content.php?id=1&cnid=4
www.iec.org.af/dari/content.php?id=1&cnid=4
www.iec.org.af/pashto/content.php?id=1&cnid=4
2010 press releases, index
www.iec.org.af/eng/content.php?id=6&cnid=28
www.iec.org.af/dari/content.php?id=6&cnid=28
www.iec.org.af/pashto/content.php?id=6&cnid=28
for example,
2009 press releases, index
for example,

** political domain **
note: page names here are not always exactly parallel.
best method: select an English page, then click on the English/Dari/Pashto buttons.
www.iec.org.af/jemb.org/eng/jembbg.html
www.iec.org.af/jemb.org/pashto/jembbg.html
www.iec.org.af/jemb.org/dari/jembbg.html
factsheets
FAQ -- useful for examples of question structures--
**political domain**
IEC - JEMB – Joint Electoral Management Body – Media Commission

**news domain**
UNDP – United Nations Development Programme

**political domain**
NDI - National Democratic Institute

**what domain ? **
ATRA – Afghanistan Telecom Regulatory Authority
**general interest domain**

http://langmedia.fivecolleges.edu/culturetalk/afghanistan/index.html

Five College Center for the Study of World Languages
Dari and English transcripts of video interviews on 45 cultural topics
(see multimedia entry, below)

**Lesser Resources: Websites with only a few parallel pages, or parallel pages that are not named systematically**

ICTJ - International Center for Transitional Justice
a series of 2-page fact sheets
www.ictj.org
Conflict and Transitional Justice in Africa
Truth and Reconciliation in Morocco
Pursuing Peace, Justice, or Both?
A Transition in Nepal from Insurgency to Governing
Transitional Justice in the Former Yugoslavia
An Overview of Conflict in Colombia
What Next for International Justice?

USAID – US Agency for International Development
8 brochures, 2 pp each
for example,


Index to press releases, not named in parallel prior to May 2011


for example, seed distribution


ECC – Election Complaints Commission
FAQ – useful for examples of question structures


NSP – National Solidarity Program

www.nspafghanistan.org
www.nspafghanistan.org/indexdari.aspx
www.nspafghanistan.org/indexpashto.aspx

19 page report

www.nspafghanistan.org/files/2nd%20QR%201388%20‐Main%20Text.doc

FAQ – useful for question structures

www.nspafghanistan.org/default.aspx?Sel=26

note: all three versions of the FAQ have the same address; on this site you have to click on the language tabs to put pages into English, Dari, or Pashto

US Department of State: Secretary Clinton’s message to the people of Pakistan

http://www.state.gov/secretary/rm/2009a/12/133087.htm
http://www.state.gov/documents/organization/133299.pdf
http://www.state.gov/documents/organization/133308.pdf

US White House: speeches from whitehouse.gov

Joint Statement from the President and President Karzai of Afghanistan

http://www.whitehouse.gov/the‐press‐office/joint‐statement‐president‐and‐president‐karzai‐afghanistan

Remarks by the President in Address to the Nation on the Way Forward in Afghanistan and Pakistan

http://www.whitehouse.gov/issues/defense/afghanistan
Fact Sheet: The Way Forward in Afghanistan
http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/FACT_SHEET_DARI.pdf
http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/FACT_SHEET_PASHTO.pdf
President Obama in Jakarta: "Indonesia's Example To the World"
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT ON A NEW BEGINNING (Cairo)
Statement by the President on the Occasion of Ramadan [several documents like this]
additional translated remarks can be found by searching on the language name:
http://www.whitehouse.gov/search/site/dari
http://www.whitehouse.gov/search/site/pashto

AIHRC – Afghanistan Independent Human Rights Commission
strategic action plan

Mine Action Programme of Afghanistan – MACCA – Mine Action Coordination Centre
monthly newsletter, about 5 pp, English/Dari/Pashto, from Nov. 2008 on
there are also some press releases, 2008-2011

http://asiafoundation.org/publications/index.php?q=&searchType=country&country=1
various short documents in addition to the large one listed in the documents section, above

National Olympic Committee of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan
a handful of pages about the Olympics
www.nocafghanistan.com
www.nocafghanistan.com/athens2004_fa.html
www.nocafghanistan.com/athens2004_ps.html

a Pajhwok election site, not part of the main newspaper (subscription) site:
www.pajhwokelections.af
www.pajhwokelections.af/pashto
www.pajhwokelections.af/dari
main news section articles are not parallel, but articles on column menu are parallel:
www.pajhwokelections.af/inaugural_speech.php
www.pajhwokelections.af/dari/inaugural_speech.php
www.pajhwokelections.af/pashto/inaugural_speech.php

Supreme Court of Afghanistan
has many files listed with links for English, Dari, Pashto, but often these just lead to a Dari version
Laws of the Organization and Authority...
http://supremecourt.gov.af/Content/Media/Documents/Law_on_Org_juris_courts_English
112011121448474.pdf [English]
http://supremecourt.gov.af/Content/Media/Documents/OG_0851_org_juris112011122525641.pdf [Dari/Pashto in columns]

UNIFEM – UN Development Fund for Women
3 short documents

HRIS – Health Rights Information Scotland – 2 brochures
www.hris.org.uk/mod_product/FileUpload/Uploads/742_entitlements_Pashto.jpg [English/Pashto]
http://www.hris.org.uk/resources/asylum-pashto/ [English/Pashto] (also audio, see multimedia section)

Afghan Parliament
http://wj.parliament.af/english.aspx
http://wj.parliament.af/pashto.aspx
short news articles, ongoing, since Feb. 2008
but no way to match up the articles, except matching photos

UNAMA – UN Assistance Mission in Afghanistan
some parallel press releases scattered throughout website
for example, Peace Day
http://unama.unmissions.org/Portals/UNAMA/Press%20Releases/UNAMA%20PRESS%20RELEASE%
http://unama.unmissions.org/Portals/UNAMA/Press%20Releases/UNAMA%20PRESS%20RELEASE%

Afghanistan Legal Documents Exchange Center
http://afghantranslation.checchiconsulting.com
some documents in both English and Dari, a few also in Pashto. some are just scanned text.

Ministry of Commerce, some parallel pages, hard to locate

Afghanistan Civil Society Forum
website has English, Dari, and Pashto sections, but it is not clear if the same things exist in each section.
not sure if there are Dari and Pashto versions here somewhere

Afghanistan Centre at Kabul University
www.acku.edu.af/?lang=english
www.acku.edu.af/?lang=da
www.acku.edu.af/?lang=pa
hard to match articles; Pashto not always available
example:
example:
www.acku.edu.af/?p=acku_building [English]
www.acku.edu.af/?lang=da&p=نو20%ساختممان [Dari]

Rights and Democracy
http://rightsanddemocracyaf.org/index.htm
a few parallel items
Human Rights Watch
www.hrw.org/en/languages?filter0=gbz
not clear if articles are parallel

Ministry of Education
http://english.moe.gov.af
no easy way to match articles

The Funders’ Network for Afghan Women (FNAW)
www.funders-afghan-women.org/
some parallel pages in English and Dari

Interniche: against animal experimentation
http://www.interniche.org/index1.html
http://www.interniche.org/intro/languages/pashto.html
http://www.interniche.org/intro/languages/dari.html

Office of the Immigration Services Commissioner
http://oisc.homeoffice.gov.uk/about_oisc/publication_scheme/oisc_documents/
Complaints Form
General Info

health translations - Victoria, Australia
privacy
consent
Lesser Resources - English/Dari only

and other pages (the land, the people, money, when to go, etc.)


Canada, Settlement.org
six documents in English and Dari
http://www.settlement.org/translatedinfo/
http://www.settlement.org/translatedinfo/resources.asp?t=DARI&l=Dari

www.watchafghanistan.org/newsletter.php
21 issues of a newsletter, English/Dari
note: last section of newsletter contains article summaries, which are not translated

Ministry of Finance
www.mof.gov.af/?lang=en&p=announcements
www.mof.gov.af/?lang=da&p=announcements
some English/Dari parallel articles
note: contents match, but English side uses links to sub-pages

Afghanistan Watch
www.watchafghanistan.org/
mostly English/Dari – scroll through summaries on main page, click on English/Dari links
example:
www.watchafghanistan.org/article025.php [English]
www.watchafghanistan.org/article0025.php [Dari]
example:
www.watchafghanistan.org/article024.php [English]
www.watchafghanistan.org/article0024.php [Dari]
example:
AIHRC – Afghanistan Independent Human Rights Commission
quarterly report
press releases

Lesser Resources - English/Pashto only

Department of Health, UK -- translated document list
http://www.dh.gov.uk/en/Publicationsandstatistics/Publications/DH_4123594
Seven brochures in English and Pashto.
Swine flu information sheet for asylum seekers, refugees and other foreign nationals in the UK
A guide to immunisations up to 13 months of age
Tuberculosis - the disease, its treatment and prevention
Go Smokefree campaign website (opens new window)
Error! Hyperlink reference not valid.
Introduction to the National Health Service
Pandemic flu: important information for you and your family (October 2005 edition)
Emergency multilingual phrasebook

Canada, Settlement.org
four documents in English and Pashto
http://www.settlement.org/translatedinfo/
http://www.settlement.org/translatedinfo/resources.asp?t=PASH&l=Pashto

Centre for Addiction and Mental Health
http://www.camh.net/About_Addiction_Mental_Health/Multilingual_Resources/index.htm!
http://www.problemgambling.ca/EN/AboutGamblingandProblemGambling/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.problemgambling.ca/EN/PGDocuments/Pages/TranslatedResourcesPashto.aspx
problem gambling - many sub-articles in both English and Pashto, not all match

UK Health and Safety Executive
5 brochures in English and Pashto
http://www.hse.gov.uk/languages/pashto/index.htm for example, "Top tips for ladder and stepladder safety"
http://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/indg405.pdf [English]
Dictionaries and Word Lists

Dictionaries and Word Lists – available online

Wilma Heston, Pashto/English dictionary, 1305 entries. University of Chicago Digital Dictionaries of South Asian Languages archive includes example sentences (possibly use as parallel text). includes audio files for words and sentences.
http://dsal.uchicago.edu/dictionaries/heston/index.html

also, older Pashto/English dictionary at same site, Raverty (1867)
http://dsal.uchicago.edu/dictionaries/raverty/

Dictionaries and Word Lists
USAID
Dari/Pashto legal glossary (4,000 terms), mentioned here:

Dunwoody Press
PDF version Pashto-English dictionary. 55,000 entries. purchase for $45
http://www.dunwoodypress.com/products/-/300

Dictionary Resources with Known Copyright Problems
Dictionaries
Qamosona; Pashto/English dictionaries, also Pashto/French
www.qamosona.com
“’The use of the software for commercial organisations and/or governmental organisations is strictly prohibited. You should contact us for a licence.”

glossary of computer terms, English/Pashto
www.afghanai.com/IT/Terms/AfTermsA.htm [blocked on base]
2 lists, one by Microsoft, one by “MOC Afghanistan” -- Microsoft list is “for personal or non-commercial purposes only”, other list is Copyright 2007 Afghanai.com, all rights reserved.

Minor Word Lists

DLI Basic Language Survival Guide
http://fieldsupport.dliflc.edu/products/dari/pg_bc_LSK/default.html

http://gloss.dliflc.edu
lists 206 Dari lessons and 154 Pashto lessons, with short glossaries for each lesson.
Named Entity Lists or Documents

IEC – Independent Election Commission
a list of presidential candidates
www.iec.org.af/results_2009/leadingCandidate.html
www.iec.org.af/results_2009/Pashto/leadingCandidate.html
“Final List of Candidates Wolesi Jirga Election 2010” (Wolesi Jirga = lower house of parliament)
a list of 34 provinces, which is also an index page to lists of candidates
www.iec.org.af/eng/content.php?id=4&cnid=45
www.iec.org.af/dari/content.php?id=4&cnid=45
www.iec.org.af/pashto/content.php?id=4&cnid=45
by clicking on each province, you get a list of each candidate and his/her political party
in total, there are 2583 candidates listed

IEC – Media Commission Reports
reports on the amount of coverage given to each candidate; text includes names of candidates, media outlets, locations
www.iec.org.af/eng/content.php?id=6&cnid=56 [list of reports in English]
www.iec.org.af/dari/content.php?id=6&cnid=56 [list of reports in Dari]
www.iec.org.af/pashto/content.php?id=6&cnid=56 [list of reports in Pashto]
note: when using Dari or Pashto index, status bar shows hyperlink in English for example,

reports listing names of candidates, media outlets, locations
another report – no Pashto version
also, a list of media outlets on pages 3-4 of this document:
list of political parties in 2005 (includes 72 parties and their leaders):

list of provinces (probably English/Dari)

World Bank reports including place names, in English and Dari. (see parallel text entry, above)

for example, this report describes each province:

ICTJ - International Center for Transitional Justice
a series of 2-page fact sheets (useful for country names)
(see parallel text entry, above)

News Sites with Comparable Text, not Parallel Text

US Embassy Kabul
http://kabul.usembassy.gov/
http://dari.kabul.usembassy.gov/
http://pashto.kabul.usembassy.gov/
has Dari and Pashto sections, but can be hard to match articles
http://kabul.usembassy.gov/silk2.html
http://dari.kabul.usembassy.gov/silk1.html
[no Pashto version]
http://ukinafghanistan.fco.gov.uk/ps
has Dari and Pashto sections, but can be hard to match articles
http://ukinafghanistan.fco.gov.uk/dr/news/?view=News&id=662765882
[no Pashto version]

http://www.afghannews.tv/English.html [blocked]
not named in parallel. archive link seems to be empty.
For example, the following article describes the 9th day of a hunger strike in the Dari and Pashto versions, but the 7th day of the hunger strike in the English version.
http://www.afghannews.tv/Pashto/1390/Mezan/18/La_wolosi_jerga.html
http://www.afghannews.tv/Dari/1390/Mezan/18/Nuhumin_roz.html
http://www.afghannews.tv/English/2014/October/9/Unseated.jpg

Voice of Turkey
English, French, Dari, Pashto, etc.
www.trtpashto.com/ [blocked]
www.trtdari.com/ [blocked]

Bakhtar News
http://bakhtarnews.com.af

Afghan Islamic Press -- requires subscription --
www.afghanislamicpress.com

**Multimedia -English/Dari/Pashto**

video from whitehouse.gov
http://www.whitehouse.gov/files/videos/mobile/02-obamaAF-eng.mov
http://www.whitehouse.gov/files/videos/mobile/02-obamaAF-dari.mov
http://www.whitehouse.gov/files/videos/mobile/02-obamaAF-pashtun.mov
"Looking at data on Whitehouse.gov, we don't have a lot of traffic coming from Afghanistan and Pakistan because Internet penetration in the region is relatively low at 2% and 11% respectively. However, mobile penetration is much higher. 52% of the 177 million people in Pakistan have at least 1 mobile device and 30% of the 28.4 million in Afghanistan. Given this trend, we produced short video clips of the President's segment to Afghans and had it dubbed in Arabic, Dari, Pashto, and Urdu in order for them to be distributed locally on mobile devices. Given the small screens on phones, subtitling wasn't an appropriate option. The original version in English is also available."

USAID: one press release with parallel video
to [videos blocked]

http://www.afghannews.tv/English.html  [blocked]
broadcasts alternately in Pashto, Dari, English. probably comparable, not parallel. (see
note on text articles, above.)

Multimedia - Language Lessons

http://gloss.dliflc.edu
lists 206 Dari lessons and 154 Pashto lessons.
"Each lesson accompanied by text, glossary, grammar notes and multiple exercises with
feedback. Most lessons have an audio component." "Reading and listening lessons are
based on authentic materials (articles, TV reports, radio broadcasts, etc.)"

http://www.scola.org/scola/Sample.aspx
SCOLA Insta-Classes, including lessons for Dari and Pashto
Every multimedia Insta-Lesson contains a video clip, a native language transcript, English
translation, as well as a quiz and vocabulary list. Can download as a single bilingual pdf.

Joint Language University
http://jlu.wbtrain.com/sumtotal/language/DLI%20basic%20courses/Dari/Books/
Dari-English lessons and vocabulary lists

Indiana U. Center for Languages of the Central Asian Regions (CeLCAR).
Has Pashto textbooks, with audio and video CD. purchase for $95.
http://www.iub.edu/~celcar/language_textbooks/pashto.html

Dunwoody Press, Pashto Newspaper reader (published 1984), 51 newspaper articles,
including an English translation, $43. audio also available.
http://www.dunwoodypress.com/products/-/73

Multimedia - English/Dari only

http://langmedia.fivecolleges.edu/culturetalk/afghanistan/index.html
Five College Center for the Study of World Languages
(Amherst, UMass Amherst, Smith, Hampshire, Mt. Holyoke)
International students conduct “Culture Talk” video interviews in their home countries.
These videos are stored with transcriptions and English translations.
Afghanistan has 45 topic areas, some with multiple videos per topic (e.g., music, politics,
education, cooking). For example, here is a video about traditional Afghan dress, and a
document containing the transcript in Dari and an English translation.
http://langmedia.fivecolleges.edu/culturetalk/afghanistan/content/af_afghandress_s1e.rm
http://langmedia.fivecolleges.edu/culturetalk/afghanistan/content/af_afghandress_s1e.m
p4.
Settlement.org, one video in English and Dari
http://www.settlement.org/translatedinfo/
http://www.settlement.org/translatedinfo/resources.asp?t=DARI&l=Dari

**Multimedia - English/Pashto only**

HRIS – Health Rights Information Scotland
Health care for asylum seekers and refugees in Scotland
http://www.hris.org.uk/media/audio/recordsV4/HowToSeeEntire.mp3 [English]
http://www.hris.org.uk/media/audio/pashtoV3/Pashto%20Leaflet%20Whole.mp3 [Pashto]
http://www.hris.org.uk/resources/asylum-pashto/ [text: English/Pashto]

Wilma Heston, Pashto/English dictionary, 1305 entries.
University of Chicago Digital Dictionaries of South Asian Languages archive includes example sentences in English and Pashto, with audio files for Pashto words and sentences.
http://dsal.uchicago.edu/dictionaries/heston/index.html

**Multimedia – Dari/Pashto only**

IEC – Independent Election Commission
radio public service announcements in Dari and Pashto
www.iec.org.af/jemb.org/eng/psa.html [index]
for example,
http://www.iec.org.af/jemb.org/eng/Public%20Information/PSA's/01Track.wma
http://www.iec.org.af/jemb.org/eng/Public%20Information/PSA's/02Track.wma
there are also tv announcements, not clear which language is used for example,
www.iec.org.af/jemb.org/eng/TV%20Spots/TV%20Spot%201.wmv

**Multimedia - Dari only**

Five College Center for the Study of World Languages
Dari Audio Samples (not parallel)
34 topics, for example:
http://langmedia.fivecolleges.edu/persian/dari/topics/da_famouscities.mp3

audio recordings of mental health information
http://www.mind.org.uk/help/diagnoses_and_conditions/audio_translations/afghan_dari
Sites to Watch: organizations that may post more resources in the future

Indiana U. Center for Languages of the Central Asian Regions (CeLCAR). “the critical languages of Central Asia (and Afghanistan and Pakistan)”... “meeting strategic national needs”
http://www.indiana.edu/~celcar/

CAL Pashto-English Glossary, 5,000 entries. --scanned document only--

U. Minnesota, Digital South-Asia Language Archive (“the languages of Afghanistan, India and Pakistan”) currently has scanned documents, transliterated.
http://lrc.lib.umn.edu/dsala.htm

PAN Localization project www.panl10n.net “promoting language technology across developing Asia” in collaboration with IDRC, Canada www.idrc.ca, National U. of Computer and Emerging Sciences, Pakistan www.nu.edu.pk

Wilma Heston dictionary mentioned in dictionary section, plans for expansion
A digital Pashto-English dictionary with audio: 1,000 words from a core vocabulary
http://dsal.uchicago.edu/dictionaries/heston/index.html

World Health Organization, mentions Dari and Pashto translations of some documents, not available online
http://www.who.int/surgery/activities/en/

Afghanistan Supreme Court: lists online magazines, with links set up for English, Dari, Pashto, but so far these appear to only be in Dari. check to see if they post translations in the future.
APPENDIX B - Farsi and English Parallel Text Resources
Farsi-English Parallel Text Resources

We have identified these main resources for Farsi/English parallel text:

1. IIP Digital  http://iipdigital.usembassy.gov
2. Virtual US Embassy to Iran  http://iran.usembassy.gov/
4. Health, Immigration, and Various Minor Resources

1. IIP Digital
http://iipdigital.usembassy.gov

News articles and longer publications translated into several languages. Also available are English-language multimedia, with transcripts in English and in Farsi.

The parallel pages are not named in parallel, but the site provides links that can be used to collect the corresponding articles. Only some of the material is translated into Farsi. In order to collect just those articles that have Farsi translations, go to the Farsi index:
http://iipdigital.usembassy.gov/iipdigital-fa/index.html#axzz1xbbifdfm

2. Virtual US Embassy to Iran
http://iran.usembassy.gov/
This site contains articles named in parallel (with the word "persian" before the rest of the address). Of particular interest are the sections titled News & US Policy, and Open Societies

News & US Policy (News Domain)
http://iran.usembassy.gov/news-policy.html
For example,
http://iran.usembassy.gov/sweden.html
http://persian.irusembassy.gov/sweden.html

Open Societies (General Interest Domain)
http://iran.usembassy.gov/open-societies.html
Note: Many of the articles in this section are links to the IIP site, which we will collect separately.

News articles translated into English, Urdu, Farsi, Russian, and Arabic; named in parallel
18 pages of listings of news articles with translations (about 11 per page, = about 200 articles)
oldest translated article:  Jan. 2010
example of naming:  [generally, can replace ur (Urdu) with fa (Farsi) in these examples]
note: a few, most recent, articles not translated; an English-text placeholder is used until they are translated.

There are also press releases: (7+ pages of listings, approx 80 articles)

There is also a list of 20 countries:
http://www.centcom.mil/fa/area-of-responsibility-countries
with a page for each country:
http://www.centcom.mil/afghanistan/
http://www.centcom.mil/fa/afghanistan/

4. Health, Immigration, and Various Minor Resources
Ontario immigration information  http://www.ontarioimmigration.ca
Improving Your Language Skills
Opportunities Ontario
Opportunities Ontario Students
Services to Help You Settle
Welcome Letter from the Premier
Work in Your Profession

settlement.org, 53 documents, may overlap with Ontario information, above
http://www.settlement.org/translatedinfo/resources.asp?t=FARSI&l=Farsi

Farsi (Persian)  271 articles, listed by English titles; click on title to go to page listing all available translations.

Victoria, health articles, 271 listed for Farsi  http://www.healthtranslations.vic.gov.au
=&s=Farsi (Persian)

World Bank, 12 documents
APPENDIX C - Online Resources for African Languages
Online Resources for African Languages:
Electronic Resources for Machine Translation of Yoruba, Hausa, Igbo, Somali, and Swahili
--draft-- October 2010

This document lists electronic resources that are available for general use.

Resources are classified as:
- Parallel Text
- Dictionaries
- Monolingual Text
- Other

Dictionaries are further classified as:
- Text: can download entire text of dictionary
- ABC: one page per letter, can download one page at a time
- Online: a search interface, difficult to access word list

“Other” resources include multimedia, software such as spell-checkers, projects under development, and proprietary resources.

**Yoruba**

**Parallel Text**
Parallel Text; 7 documents Yoruba/English
Refugee Health Information Network
http://rhin.org/search/search_results.asp?quick_search=&language=79&Image1.x=37&Image1.y=13

**Dictionaries**
Text Dictionary; 368,000 entries; Yoruba-English and English-Yoruba; includes POS
LDC: Global Yoruba Lexical Database v.1.0 (LDC2008L03)

ABC Dictionary; __ entries; English-Yoruba only
http://www.yorubadictionary.com/index.html

Online Dictionary; __ entries; English-Yoruba, Yoruba-English; includes POS
http://words.fienipa.com (drop-down language menu)

**Monolingual Text**
Monolingual Text; An Crubadan web crawl; 871,445 words
corpus statistics available
http://borel.slu.edu/crubadan/index.html

**Other**
list of common Yoruba names; __ entries
http://www.yorubadictionary.com/yorubanames.htm
African Languages Technology Initiative (Alt-i)
plans for Yoruba ASR using tones; Yoruba TTS; Yoruba-English MT; Yoruba spell checker;
www.alt-i.org
www.aclweb.org/anthology/W/W09/W09-0708.pdf

A computational approach to Yoruba morphology; Finkel and Ajadi, 2009
http://www.aclweb.org/anthology/W/W09/W09-0704.pdf

Hausa
Parallel Text
Parallel Text; approx. 1500 sentences; Hausa/English
Hausar Baka Corpus [video transcripts]
(50 videos with Hausa transcripts, of which 19 have English translations; primarily simple text
translated so far)
http://www.humnet.ucla.edu/humnet/aflang/hausarbaka/

Parallel Text; 767 sentences; Hausa/English
Novel, Ruwan Bagaja, by Abubakar Imam
www.abubakarimam.com (Hausa)
http://african.lss.wisc.edu/hunter/306/ruwan.htm (English)

BBC
http://www.bbc.co.uk/hausa/

Dictionaries
Text Dictionary; __ entries; Hausa-English; includes POS
(all the words from the Hausar Baka corpus)
http://www.humnet.ucla.edu/humnet/aflang/hausarbaka/Download_vocabulary.html

Text Dictionary; 16,915 entries; Hausa – German,English; includes POS
K’ofar Hausa wordlist
http://www.univie.ac.at/Hausa/KamusTDC/CD-ROMHausa/KamusTDC/ARBEIT2.txt

Online Dictionary; __ entries; Hausa-English; includes POS
http://words.fienipa.com (drop-down language menu)

Online Dictionary;39,000 words; Hausa-English and English-Hausa (4600 words); includes POS
On-Line Bargery Dictionary
copyright issues? Nakamura Hriokazu Sule, Japan
http://maguzawa.dyndns.ws

Monolingual Text
Monolingual Text; An Crubadan web crawl; 6,164,518 words
corpus statistics available
http://borel.slu.edu/crubadan/index.html
http://www.dw-world.de/dw/0,,627,00.html (Deutche Welle)
http://hausa.cri.cn/ (China Radio International)

Corpus; 34,320 sentences from 2321 documents (not available yet? )
Hausa Internet Corpus, VOA Corpus (VOA news 2001-2009)
http://www.sfb632.uni-potsdam.de/hausa/resources/news-corpora/voa-corpus

Other
video: Hausar Baka corpus, 5 hours
http://www.humnet.ucla.edu/humnet/aflang/hausarbaka/

annotation: Hausar Baka corpus annotated for POS, morphology, syntax, etc.
(not yet available?)
Hausa Internet Corpus, Annotations of the Hausar Baka Corpus
http://www.sfb632.uni-potsdam.de/hausa/resources/annotation/annotations-hausar-baka-corpus

Word List; 15,000 entries; Hausa only (no glosses); gives POS and morphological info
(includes info from Bargery and K’ofar Hausa dictionaries)
Hausa Internet Corpus, Morphosyntactic Wordlist
http://www.sfb632.uni-potsdam.de/hausa/resources/tools/morphosyntactic-wordlist

Comments
Hausa is written in both a Roman-based alphabet and an Arabic script, called Ajami. Resources listed here are in the Roman alphabet.

Igbo
Parallel Text
Parallel Text; over 1000 sentences; Igbo and English
includes greetings, questions and answers, proverbs; includes audio
Igbo911
www.igbo911.com/index.htm

Parallel Text; 7 documents; Igbo and English
Refugee Health Information Network
http://rhin.org/search/search_results.asp?quick_search=&language=32&Image1.x=33&Image1.y=14

Parallel Text; __ sentences; Igbo and English
includes dialogs and vocabulary lists
Igbo Insight Guide
www.igboguide.org

Distribution A: Approved for public release; distribution is unlimited; 88ABW-2013-2896, cleared 18 June 2013
Dictionaries
Text Dictionary; approx 13,000 entries, Igbo-English; includes POS
Williamson/Blench, Dictionary of Onicha Igbo

Text Dictionary; 6602 entries, Igbo-English
www.umes.edu/alp/lexicon1/public/resultsb.asp

Text Dictionary; about 400 entries, Igbo-English and English-Igbo
Igbo Insight Guide

Monolingual Text
Monolingual Text; An Crubadan web crawl; 397,661 words
corpus statistics available
http://borel.slu.edu/crubadan/index.html

Other
Igbo OCR system
Okan Kolak & Philip Resnik, OCR Post-Processing for Low Density Languages, ACL-HLT (2005).
http://www.aclweb.org/anthology/H/H05/H05-1109.pdf

Igbo Archival Dictionary Project, Igbo Online Resources Project
plans to include spell checkers, speech synthesis, tone-marking, syllabification, machine
translation, dialect maps
Wanjiku Ng’ang’a, Towards a Comprehensive, Machine-readable Dialectal Dictionary of Igbo,
AFLAT 2010
www.aflat.org/files/nganga.pdf

plans for creation of electronic databases and machine translation
www.umes.edu/alp

Possible parallel audio from Voice of Nigeria radio broadcasts www.voiceofnigeria.org
some parallel VON English/French/Igbo broadcasts listed on a school website:
www.igboschool.com/Igbo_Radio.php

African Languages Technologi Initiative (Alt-i)
plans for Igbo-English MT
www.alt-i.org

Igbo911 emphasis on dialects, plans to create dialectical lexicon, text-to-speech projects
Dr. Izu Asiegbunam, Toronto, Canada
Comments
Some Igbo people work to preserve the language, but others prefer to teach their children only English. This attitude may limit the amount of material posted electronically in Igbo.

Somali
Parallel Text
Parallel Text; approx. 17,500 sentences in 285 documents; Somali-English
Refugee Health Information Network
http://rhin.org/search/search_results.asp?quick_search=&language=62&x=40&y=8

Parallel Text; 89 documents; Somali-English; includes audio, video
US National Library of Medicine
http://www.healthyroadsmedia.org/somali/index.htm

Parallel Text; 24 documents; Somali-English
Unicef newsletter, press releases
http://www.unicef.org/somalia/media_187.html (English)
http://www.unicef.org/somalia/media_4738.html (Somali)
http://www.unicef.org/somalia/media_65.html (English)
http://www.unicef.org/somalia/media_4879.html (Somali)

Parallel Text; 15 documents; Somali-English
Ethnomed, University of Washington Health Sciences Libraries
http://ethnomed.org/patient-education/somali

Parallel Text; 8 documents; Somali-English
Virginia Department of Health

BBC
http://www.bbc.co.uk/somali/

Dictionaries
ABC Dictionary; __ entries; Somali-English and English-Somali
http://markacademy.banadir24.com/go/dictionary/

Online Dictionary; claims 12,331 entries; Somali-English-Italian
some entries have no glosses, not clear how many are translated
http://www.redsea-online.com/modules.php?name=dictionary

Monolingual Text
Monolingual Text; An Crubadan web crawl; 4,256,336 words
corpus statistics available
http://borel.slu.edu/crubadan/index.html


Other video; 80 recordings; Somali and English
Refugee Health Information Network
http://rhin.org/search/search_results.asp?quick_search=&language=62&amp;x=40&amp;y=8

Online Spell Checker; 108,371 words; Somali
http://www.redsea-online.com/modules.php?name=dictionary&amp;func=spellcheck

MT Tools: automatic speech to text transcription for Somali; morphological analyzer; monolingual corpus/language model

Swahili

Parallel Text
Annotated Text; 12.5 million words; annotated with English gloss, POS, morphology licensed for academic research only
Helsinki Corpus of Swahili
www.aakkl.helsinki.fi/cameel/corpus/intro.htm

Parallel Text; 34 documents; Swahili/English
Refugee Health Information Network
http://rhin.org/search/search_results.asp?quick_search=&language=65&amp;Image1.x=28&amp;Image1.y=14

BBC
http://www.bbc.co.uk/swahili/

Channel Africa (not sure if the articles are parallel)
broadcasts in Chichewa, Silozi, Swahili, English, French and Portuguese
www.channelafrica.co.za

Dictionaries
Text Dictionary; 61,087 entries; Swahili-English and English-Swahili; includes POS
Kamusi Project
http://www.kamusi.org/?q=en/dictionaries

Text Dictionary; 58,000 entries; English-Swahili
available for purchase for 45 EUR
European Language Resources Association, English => Swahili Bilingual Lexicon
Online Dictionary; 16,000 entries; Swahili-English and English-Swahili; includes POS
Download available for $11
TshwanDJe Swahili-English Dictionary

Text Dictionary; 1400 entries; English-Swahili
Comparative Bantu OnLine Dictionary (CBOLD)
(full database has 200 languages, 445,00 entries)
http://www.cbold.ish-lyon.cnrs.fr/

Online Dictionary; 2600 entries; Swahili-English
FreeDict Swahili-English Dictionary
www.freedict.org

Online Dictionary; __ entries; Swahili-English; includes POS
http://words.fienipa.com (drop-down language menu)

Monolingual Text
Monolingual Text; An Crubadan web crawl; 5,165,051words
corpus statistics available
http://borel.slu.edu/crubadan/index.html

http://www.dw-world.de/dw/0,,633,00.html?id=633 (Deutche Welle)
http://swahili.cri.cn/ (China Radio International)

Other
Parallel Text; approx half a million words; Swahili/English
SAWA Corpus; includes Bible, Quran; online Kamusi dictionary examples; movie subtitles
not available?
www.aclweb.org/anthology/W09-0702

Swahili Language Manager (SALAMA); morphological analysis, syntactic analysis, semantic
disambiguation, translation from Swahili to English
http://www.njas.helsinki.fi/salama/

Swahili spellchecker; 70,000 Swahili words; for use with Jambo OpenOffice
http://www.kamusiproject.org/sw/software

Swahili POS tagger; Guy De Pauw, et al., Data-Driven Part-of-Speech Tagging of Kiswahili,
Text, Speech, and Dialog 2006; POS tagger based on the Helsinki Corpus
http://www.cnts.ua.ac.be/Publications/2006/De 06c/

Rule-based Swahili to English Machine Translation; Academy of Finland
http://www.njas.helsinki.fi/salama/translat.html
APPENDIX D - Problems with the LDC Urdu Language Pack
Problems and Approaches for the LCTL_Urdu_v1.0 Language Pack

DRAFT: 14 May 2010

Introduction

This document outlines the problems researchers in the AFRL SCREAM laboratory discovered while working with the LDC’s LCTL Urdu language pack, LCTL_Urdu_v1.0. The document is organized into three main parts: Part A describes errors we found in the LCTL materials; Part B notes general characteristics of the Urdu language that cause difficulties; and Part C outlines some of the approaches that we found useful to address these problems in the SCREAM lab.

Note: MS Word tends to reverse the Arabic script examples when the entire line is in Arabic script. For example, the order of typing of the following words is “staff reporter”, but MS Word displays them as “reporter staff” (reading from right to left):

روپرٹر استاف

The “staff reporter” order can be verified by looking at the order of the Unicode codepoints:

0627 0633 0679 0627 0641 0020 0631 067E 0648 0631 0679 0631

a s t a f [space] r p w r t r

For this reason, it may be necessary to view this document in a different program, such as Notepad.

A. Problems found in the LDC Urdu language pack

A.I. lexicon

A.I.a. reversals

A.I.a.i. left-to-right ordering error in acronyms.

For example, here we see "com dot Urdu C B B" -- each word is run right-to-left, but the phrase is reversed.

\[\text{<ENTRY id="LEX-URD-00852000"}\
\text{<WORD>بی بی سی اردو داٹ کام </WORD>}\
\text{<STEM>بی بی سی اردو داٹ </STEM>}\
\text{<MORPH>noun </MORPH>}\
\text{<POS>NOUN</POS><GLOSS source="dictionary.xml">BBC Urdu dot Com</GLOSS>}\
\text{</ENTRY>}\]

compare above with a correct entry,

\[\text{<ENTRY id="LEX-URD-00947500"}\
\text{<WORD>سی بی بی </WORD>}\
\text{<STEM>سی بی بی </STEM>}\
\text{<MORPH>noun </MORPH>}\
\text{<POS>NOUN</POS><GLOSS source="dictionary.xml">British Broadcasting Corporation</GLOSS>}\
\text{</ENTRY>}\]

(note also inconsistency, acronyms are sometimes translated by letters, sometimes by words)

A.I.a.ii. left-to-right ordering error in phrases.
There are dozens of phrases in which the order of the words has been reversed.
for example, we see here "(LRK) lybartry rysrch khuta" for "Kahuta Research Laboratory
(KRL)"

<ENTRY id="LEX-URD-00918900">
  <WORD>(کے آر ایل ) لیبارٹری ریسرچ کھوٹہ)</WORD>
  <STEM>(کے آر ایل ) لیبارٹری ریسرچ کھوٹہ)</STEM>
  <MORPH>noun</MORPH>
  <POS>NOUN</POS><GLOSS source="dictionary.xml">Kahuta Research Laboratory (KRL)</GLOSS>
</ENTRY>

And here we find "paol koln farxh ozir amriki", meaning "Powell Colin foreign-affairs minister American", a reversal of "American Foreign Secretary Colin Powell"

<ENTRY id="LEX-URD-02454000">
  <WORD>امريکي وزيرِ خارجه کولن پاول</WORD>
  <STEM>امريکي وزيرِ خارجه کولن پاول</STEM>
  <MORPH>noun</MORPH>
  <POS>NOUN</POS><GLOSS source="dictionary.xml">American Foreign Secretary Colin Paul</GLOSS>
</ENTRY>

In some cases, the lexicon already contains the entry in the correct order, as in these two entries for Isalm-abad:

abad - islam
<ENTRY id="LEX-URD-00235300">
  <WORD>اسلام آباد</WORD>
  <STEM>اسلام آباد</STEM>
  <MORPH>noun</MORPH>
  <POS>NOUN</POS><GLOSS source="dictionary.xml">Islamabad</GLOSS>
</ENTRY>

islam - abad
<ENTRY id="LEX-URD-00729200">
  <WORD>آباد اسلام</WORD>
  <STEM>آباد اسلام</STEM>
  <MORPH>noun</MORPH>
  <POS>NOUN</POS><GLOSS source="dictionary.xml">Islamabad</GLOSS>
</ENTRY>

But in many cases, we only have the reversed entry.

A.I.b. comma-separated glosses
Many entries with multiple glosses do not list the glosses with separate <GLOSS> tags, but rather as a comma-separated list. We have had to edit these into separate GLOSS entries in order to be able to look up POS tags for factored language processing.

Separate <GLOSS> listings:
<ENTRY id="LEX-URD-00003500">
  <WORD>کليان</WORD>
  <POS>NONE</POS><GLOSS source="urdu.lex">benediction</GLOSS>
  <POS>NONE</POS><GLOSS source="urdu.lex">blessedness</GLOSS>
  <POS>NONE</POS><GLOSS source="urdu.lex">felicity</GLOSS>
</ENTRY>

Combined <GLOSS> list:
<ENTRY id="LEX-URD-01531800">
  <WORD>کوچ</WORD>
  <STEM>کوچ</STEM>
  <MORPH>Noun</MORPH>
  <POS>NOUN</POS><GLOSS source="dictionary.xml">death,decease,deprature,gait,march,remove,route,sofa</GLOSS>
</ENTRY>

A.I.c. errors in part of speech tags
A.I.c.i. erroneous pos tags
For example, “attain” as a noun, “thirty” as a verb.

A.I.c.ii. lack of POS information
More than 18,000 entries have POS = “NONE”

A.I.c.iii. inconsistent POS tags
15 entries with POS listed as "OTHER"
1 entry with POS listed as “ADJ or ADV”  (entry 00623700)

A.I.d. problems with morphological information
A.I.d.i. MORPH elements not connected to GLOSS elements
Inflectional information is represented with separate <MORPH> tags; when there are multiple glosses, there is no principled way to connect the <MORPH> information with the appropriate <POS>, <GLOSS> listings. For example,
A.I.d.ii. Inconsistencies in the MORPH tags
The <MORPH> tags are inconsistent. We see:
Masc masc
Noun noun noun noun noun noun verb
Dim dim dim noun
NameofAct nameofact
Sg sg sg noun
Pl Plu pl
Verb verb
Hon hon verb
Adjective Adjective ective

There are apparent redundancies in the lists of inflectional features:
Adjective+masc
Adjective+masca df+masc
verb+directcaus+nonpast+p+sgverb+directcaus+nonpast+p+sgverb+directcaus+past+masc+pl

We also see <MORPH>NONE</MORPH>.

A.I.e. lack of entries for inflected forms
When looking up words from the parallel text in the lexicon, words that show up frequently as
unknowns include inflected forms of common verbs like "go", "do", "have", as well as plurals
and oblique forms of common nouns.

Consider the paradigm for masculine nouns:
nominative singular –a nominative plural –e
oblique singular –e oblique plural –õ

For some nouns, the lexicon only has an entry for the nominative singular. For example, the
lexicon has one entry for fisherman in the nominative singular, /mchhyra/ but the parallel text
also includes forms for fishermen, oblique singular, /mchhyre/ and fishermen, oblique plural,
/mchhroN/.

nominative singular in –a: مچیرا
Pakistan Protests to India over Indian Coast Guard Killing Pakistani Fisherman

Pakistan Detains 37 Indian Fishermen for Alleged Border Violation

For other nouns, the lexicon has the nominative forms for both singular and plural, but lacks the oblique forms. So, for the noun ‘department, institution, organization, agency’ we find /adarh/ nominative singular, and /adare/ nominative plural, but not /adaroN/ oblique plural.
British security experts hold talks with the police and other important people of other security agencies apart from the officials of the Interior ministry in Islamabad in which the security plans were discussed afresh.

A.I.f. spelling errors in the Urdu word entries
A.I.f.i. misspelled Urdu words

For example:
New Delhi spelled with a w instead of a d:
<ENTRY id="LEX-URD-00555200">
  <WORD>وہلی نئ</WORD>
  <STEM>وہلی نئ</STEM>
  <MORPH>noun</MORPH>
  <POS>NOUN</POS><GLOSS source="dictionary.xml">New Delhi</GLOSS>
</ENTRY>

New Delhi spelled as one word (also reversed):
<ENTRY id="LEX-URD-01031000">
  <WORD>دہلينئی</WORD>
  <STEM>دہلينئی</STEM>
  <MORPH>noun</MORPH>
  <POS>NOUN</POS><GLOSS source="dictionary.xml">New Delhi</GLOSS>
</ENTRY>

A.I.f.ii. spelling errors involving duplicate diacritics

For example, entry 02350900 has 6 instances of the diacritic, 064F, Arabic Damma.

<ENTRY id="LEX-URD-02350900">
  <WORD>ُترنا</WORD>
  <STEM>ُترنا</STEM>
  <MORPH>noun</MORPH>
  <POS>LOC</POS><GLOSS source="urdu.lex">down</GLOSS>
</ENTRY>

If the word processor displays diacritics as an overstrike, the extra characters may not be visually distinguished, but they will still cause the word to be considered as a distinct form for computation.

We found duplicate diacritics in the following lexicon entries:

00226900  00695700  00855600  01147300  01531700
01767100  01837900  02175000  02350900  02406200

A.I.g. problems with the glosses
A.I.g.i. spelling errors
There are many misspelled glosses: wickwets, Valter, e4ngross, Saints Peter Berg, gneius, theif, strenght, reprtition, scrap-bookm, explanaion, etc.

A.I.g.ii. rare meanings
The glosses include rare meanings like “manubrium” for “handle” (LEX-URD-01454900) or “fistula” for “reed” (LEX-URD-0198100). Also, the rare meanings are sometimes listed first, which is not helpful if we try to use the dictionary for practical purposes such as the translation of persistent unknowns. For example, the word ٰ/ne/ is most commonly used in this data as the ergative postposition, but can also refer to a kind of flute, a ney. The first meaning listed is for this word is “fistula”; the possible ergative meaning, “by” is listed last. (We also see here an example where the POS and MORPH tags seem to be inconsistent with the meanings.)

- <ENTRY id="LEX-URD-00856200">
  <WORD>ٰ/ne/</WORD>
  <STEM>دے</STEM>
  <MORPH>Verb+Inf+Pl</MORPH>
  <POS>VERB</POS>
  <GLOSS source="dictionary.xml">fistula, flageolet, flute, hauntboy, pipe, reed, syphon, tube, by</GLOSS>
</ENTRY>

A.I.g.iii. additional information within the glosses
There are also some parenthetical notes within translations. e.g.: "Went (pl.)" and "than (comparative)" These can be a problem if using the dictionary to translate certain words directly.

A.I.h. omissions
The lexicon has uneven coverage of proper nouns. For example, Karachi is an unknown word (although there is an entry for Karachi Press). Also, the dictionary lacks certain domain-specific vocabulary: In particular, the parallel text contains several Urdu words for cricket terminology that are not found in the lexicon.

A.I.i. interaction with spelling normalization

Some words in the parallel text cannot be found in the dictionary because of the use of alternate characters, such as Arabic kaf instead of the Urdu kaf used in the lexicon. (This is not always obvious when looking at the words in a word processor, since the medial forms may look the same.) Spelling normalization of the text generally helps, but also creates problems for other words, such as some Arabic names, which are entered in the lexicon in Arabic spelling. Thus, any spelling normalization effort needs to consider both the data and the lexicon.

Some examples where the parallel text differs from the lexicon:
The lexicon entry for the word میں “in” or “I” is spelled with the Urdu vowel 06CC, but the data contain some sentences in which this word is spelled with the Arabic vowel, 064A. (the medial forms appear the same)

ن ی م = میں

<ENTRY id="LEX-URD-01624300">
In the city of Mosul, Iraq

We also see some data in which the Arabic kaf ك is used instead of the Urdu kaf ک, as in the word American امريكي below:

The Mehr News Agency has reported, with information from Al-Arabia TV, that it appears American soldiers want to arrest Muqtada al-Sadr.

On the other hand, some Arabic names like “al Hasani” are found in the lexicon with the Arabic spelling, ی. Unicode 064A; this matches the spelling found in the text. In this case, normalization of 064A to 06CC in the text would prevent us from accessing the lexical entry.

A. II. spelling normalization

A.II.a. errors in script, Encoding_Conversion/Software/UrduPresentation2Regular.tcl

remove:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ff91</td>
<td>06a9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fed0</td>
<td>6044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fea6</td>
<td>06c1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fea7</td>
<td>06c1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

add:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fb91</td>
<td>06a9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fedd</td>
<td>0644</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Distribution A: Approved for public release; distribution is unlimited; 88ABW-2013-2896, cleared 18 June 2013
explanations:
typo: ff91 to 06a9, should be fb91 to 06a9 (ff91 is a katakana character)
double typo: fed0 > 6044 (a Chinese character) should probably be fedd > 0644 (L to L)
(note that fed0 is already correctly mapped to 063a)
variant forms: fea6, fea7, fea8 were all mapped twice, to 062e (correct h) and to 06c1 (incorrect h, per Unicode charts)
fea9 got swept up in this, perhaps, and maps to 062f (correct d), and to 06C1 (incorrect and implausible)

A.II.b. omissions from UrduPresentation2Regular.tcl
The parallel text also includes Arabic presentation characters (FB50-FDFF, FE70-FEFF) which are not included in the mapping in UrduPresentation2Regular.tcl. For example, we find Arabic presentation forms here:

UDI_URD_20060222.visa
رگا آپ زايو ےک قلعتم ديزم تامولعم لصاح انرک ےتہاچ ںيہ وت آپ ےنپا یبيرق نجیروان هناخترفس ےس طہبرا رک ےتکس ں۔يہ
A visa is a document showing that you have leave to enter Norway and other Schengen countries for a limited period of up to 90 days.

There are also some variant Urdu characters which are not included in the mapping.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current</th>
<th>Needed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ك 0643</td>
<td>ك 06A9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ي 064A</td>
<td>ي 06CC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>آ 0653-0627</td>
<td>آ 0622</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A.II.c. other options
Note that this script maps Arabic diacritics to Urdu diacritics, and also maps FDF7 to a single character superscript for PBUH (peace be upon him). Other choices could be needed here, depending on the spelling used in the lexicon and the data.

Control characters, when taken as part of a word, can cause spelling variations that are difficult to detect on the surface. These include various directional formatting and spacing characters. The presence of control characters prevents words from being recognized properly, causing problems for POS tagging and NE tagging. Spelling normalization might be extended to remove control characters.

A.III. parallel text

Here we list things that appear to be either errors or idiosyncrasies of particular writers. Variations that seem to be characteristic of Pakistani English in general are noted in Section B, below.
A.III.a. sentence level problems
A.III.a.i. mis-alignment
Sentence alignment was often thrown off by headlines or bylines that were not included on both sides. For example, the single English sentence below was split into three lines in the Urdu text.

JANG_ENG_20060331.86682
Karachi… staff reporter… the Intel Corporation has announced the results of world competition of video photography in its movie technology digital camera, and in the winners, Pakistan has also achieved success.

کراچی… اسٹاف رپورٹر… انٹیل کارپوریشن نے اپنی مووی ٹیکنالوجی دیجیٹل کیمرون میں وڈیو فوٹوگرافی کے عالمی مقابلوں کے نتائج کا اعلان کر دیا ہے جن میں پاکستان نے بھی کامیابی حاصل کی۔

Sentence alignment was often disrupted by punctuation in web addresses and decimal numbers. Here we see a web address, www.lgsindh.pk, that has been split into three sentences. (note: in the third line, the word processor has displaced the first word, “pk”, to the left.)

JANG_URD_20060331.77486
وسم اختر کی بداویت پر ں ں دیون کمیٹیوں کی سفارشات اور تجاری عوام کی اطلاع میں وپ سانٹ پر جاری
گئی گئی جو
www.lgdsindh.pk

In this example we can see the effect of decimal points being mistaken for sentence final punctuation. Here, 6 lines become 12 lines. (note: in the Urdu section, leading numerals are displaced to the left by the word processor.)

JANG_ENG_20060331.88504
The ratio of GDP is expected to be between 6 and 6.6.
The imports would reach to $ 27.1 billion.
There is the trade lose of $10.4 billion.
The financial assets will grow up to 13.1 per cent.
The stocks of exchange of money become less by $ 1.29 billion.
The ratio of tax collection shrank to 18.6 percent from 30.8 percent.

JANG_URD_20060331.88504
6. 6 کے درمیان بہت گئی
6 کے درمیان بہت گئی
27.1 ارب
10.4 ارب
13.1 ارب
1.29 ارب
18.6 از 30.8

Distribution A: Approved for public release; distribution is unlimited; 88ABW-2013-2896, cleared 18 June 2013
We used word alignment probability as a way to detect poor sentence alignments. The worst sentences in terms of word alignment are derived from in the following files:

EMIL_URD_20051202.w-health-nation
SUK_URD_20060309.hist
EMIL_URD_20051202.w-legal-training
EMIL_URD_20051202.w-social-noise
JANG_URD_20060331.77094
EMIL_URD_20051202.w-health-nhs
JANG_URD_20060331.73492
JANG_URD_20060331.89463
EMIL_URD_20051202.w-legal-permit
EMIL_URD_20051202.w-health-warm

We also see sentence alignment problems with paragraphs that (apparently) derive from tables on web sites: The headings are placed differently within the derived Urdu and English text. See, for example, SUK_URD_20060309.hist. Here is the original table, as given in Monlingual_Text/Train/original_docs/SUK_URD_20060309.hist.html:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Tehsil</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>Skher</td>
<td>374,178</td>
<td>274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>Rohziyah</td>
<td>224,362</td>
<td>1319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>Salath Bhat</td>
<td>64,646</td>
<td>2339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>Pun Uqail</td>
<td>245,187</td>
<td>1233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>9,08,373</td>
<td>5165</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We found an English-language website with matching information, reading as follows:

There are 04 tehsils in file district. The area and population of each are as under:-

S.NO  TEHSIL  AREA IN Sq. M  POPULATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SNO</th>
<th>TEHSIL</th>
<th>AREA IN Sq.</th>
<th>POPULATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>Sukkur</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>374,178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>Rohri</td>
<td>1319</td>
<td>224,362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>Saleh Pat</td>
<td>2339</td>
<td>64,646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>Pano Akil</td>
<td>1233</td>
<td>245,187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5165</td>
<td>9,08,373</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here is the way this table shows up in the derived text in English and Urdu. The English file lacks the numerical values altogether, while the Urdu file omits some of the data:

SUKEng_20060309.hist
There are 04 tehsils in file district.
The area and population of each are as under:-

S.NNO
TEHSIL
AREA IN Sq.
POPULATION
Sukkur
Rohri
Saleh Pat
Pano Akil
Total

SUK_Urd_20060309.hist
(Note: I have added translations in square brackets.)

[سکھر]
[دیڑسکٹ]
[تحصیل]
[رقبہ]
[آبادی]
[Sukkur]
374,178
[Rohri]
1319
224,362
[Saleh Pat]
2339
64,646
[پانہ اکل]
1233
245,187
A. III.a.ii. leftover HTML
There appear to be bits of HTML tags left in some sentences; other sentences consist entirely of this material, which then leads to poor sentence alignment. Examples:

BBC_ENG_20051202.lhr_4thday_rza
Stephen Harmison/SEG>

JANG_ENG_20060331.79416
/> Saudi Arab: enquiry started against 46 Umrah companies HL>/>

JANG_ENG_20060331.74426
/>HL>

We also noticed the inclusion of sentence id numbers in some sentences. 8 English sentences include an SAP id number:

SAP20040321000017 Rawalpindi Nawa - i - Waqt in Urdu 20 Mar 04 p 14
SAP20040718000006 Rawalpindi Nawa - i - Waqt in Urdu 17 Jul 04 p 2
SAP20040807000043 Rawalpindi Nawa - i - Waqt in Urdu 06 Aug 04 p 10
SAP20041019000059 Rawalpindi Nawa - i - Waqt in Urdu 18 Oct 04 p - 5
SAP20041026000046 Rawalpindi Nawa - i - Waqt in Urdu 25 Oct 04 p - 2
SAP20050315000046 Rawalpindi Nawa - i - Waqt in Urdu 15 Mar 05 p 14
SAP20051022005002 Rawalpindi Nawa - e Waqt in Urdu 20 Oct 05 p - 3
SAP20051203002001 ( Internet ) Jamaatud Daawa Pakistan WWW - Text in Urdu 01 Dec 05

1 Urdu sentence consists solely of its APW id number:

APW_ENG_20030311.0775

A. III.b. word segmentation
A. III.b.i. run together words in the English text
We noticed that some ltf files in Parallel_Text/Train/Found/English/ltf have words run together. For example,

SAP_ENG_20050106.000079
The United States and the European countries didnot demonstrate the same spirit and enthusiasm for helping the tsunamivictims as they did to deal with natural catastrophes taking place inthe West.
....
Formal messages of "sympathy" have come from the United States and Europe, and some funds have also been announced, butthis process has not moved forward beyond verbaldeclarations.
We identified 21 files with significant numbers of run together words, using the spell checking program, Aspell, to find unknown words that could be split into two known words. While this process sometimes incorrectly attempts to split place names and acronyms, we considered suspicious any file that had more than 5 potential splits. These files are listed below.

SAP_ENG_20050106.000079 59 potential splits
SAP_ENG_20050110.000109 83 potential splits
SAP_ENG_20050119.000088 86 potential splits
SAP_ENG_20050125.000056 88 potential splits
SAP_ENG_20050128.000040 74 potential splits
SAP_ENG_20050204.000041 102 potential splits
SAP_ENG_20050225.000042 88 potential splits
SAP_ENG_20050225.000049 74 potential splits
SAP_ENG_20050227.000005 72 potential splits
SAP_ENG_20050228.000030 76 potential splits
SAP_ENG_20050303.000048 71 potential splits
SAP_ENG_20050303.000105 121 potential splits
SAP_ENG_20050307.000039 88 potential splits
SAP_ENG_20050308.000039 72 potential splits
SAP_ENG_20050311.000030 78 potential splits
SAP_ENG_20050314.000103 70 potential splits
SAP_ENG_20050317.000048 97 potential splits
SAP_ENG_20050319.000019 61 potential splits
SAP_ENG_20050322.000094 120 potential splits
SAP_ENG_20050324.000059 59 potential splits
SAP_ENG_20060107.005002 9 potential splits

Aspell identified a total of 1648 potential splits in these files; some of these are errors, as when Aspell tries to split place names, but most of them are necessary corrections.

There were also 2 files in which words were interrupted with other words, LON_ENG_20050601 and LON_ENG_20050801. For example,

LON_ENG_20050601
it's estiWrite to mated that at least Talking 150,000 people have quit Point - since the ban was introsee p9 duced in March 2003.

which should presumably read,
it's estimated that at least 150,000 people have quit since the ban was introduced in March 2003. Write to Talking Point - see p9

A.III.b.ii. spacing errors
Spacing issues are a general characteristic of Urdu writing, and not a problem specific to the creation of the LCTL Urdu parallel text. Because spacing causes problems for word alignment and named entity tagging, we include it here.
Urdu speakers do not necessarily treat space as a tokenization marker, rather, they just want the script to appear visually correct. When characters are non-joiners, the appearance of space is present, and so two words may be typed without a space character between them. Similarly, a space may be tolerated within a single word, if it does not disrupt any links between joining characters. (See references, Section D.)

For example,

JANG_ENG_20060331.76762
Dubai Jang News Al Qaeda’s leader and one of Osama Bin Laden’s deputies, Ayman Al Zawahiri, has appealed to Muslims all over the world to help victims of the earthquake in Pakistan.

Here we see that the words Dubai and Jang have been run together as دبي و جنگ, while the words News and Al Qaeda (one word in Urdu) have been run together as نیوز القاعده (the effect is “DubaiJang NewsAlQaeda”). Visually, there is no problem separating the words News and Al Qaeda, since the characters are non-joiners; Dubai and Jang, however, should have been held distinct.

In addition to the general spacing issue, we note that in Urdu postpositions and conjunctions are commonly written attached to an adjoining word. We see this in the parallel text, and in the laf files that contain the tagged named entities. In this example, we find “andBrazil”:

WSJ_ENG_20060331.0515
Small crops are grown in Pakistan, France, Spain, Italy, Belgium and Brazil, but their quality can’t compare to that of Indian psyllium

This instance of “andBrazil” also shows up in the named entity annotations, tagged as type “LOC”:

WSJ_URD_20060331.0515.laf.xml

Looking through the NE annotations, we find other examples with postpositions and conjunctions added to the beginning or end of nouns, such as:

* ne + Israel
* ne + America
* Blair + aor
A.III.c. word level errors
A.III.c.i. English spelling errors

There are typographical errors (e.g., filds for fields, iinto for into), and also some very confused spellings, such as “Serket Koat” for "Circuit Court" and “Querkistan” for (presumably) "Kyrgyzstan". There are some subtler errors, like drought spelled draught (the British spelling of draft).

Names in particular may have many variant spellings. Sometimes these are legitimate variants. With public figures, we are able to determine a correct spelling; other times we cannot tell. For an example of the wide range of spellings given in the English translations, here are the variations of the first and last name of a cricket player, Marcus Trescothick:

MarcusTrescothick
MarcusTrescothick
MarcosTrescothik
Mark Trescothek
Marks Treskothic
Markus Treskothiek
Marques Threstock
Thresthock
Trescothech
Triscothick

Substitution errors, like draught for drought, have to be evaluated in context, but many misspellings can be automatically detected. We have noted more than 700 unique words that are clearly misspelled.

Some words flagged by our spell checker that appear with enough frequency that we consider they may be normal in Pakistani English, such as increasement meaning increase, and juditional meaning judicial. We give more information on these in Section B.VII.b.

Some of the most noticeable spelling errors come from sections of our derived text for which we cannot currently identify the source files. The Urdu portions can be found in the Monolingual text section. Two such sections are:
BBC_URD_20050419.pope_election_ra
BBC_URD_20040628.michael_moore_911_an

From the first section, we find the following English spelling errors:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>written</th>
<th>meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pop John Paul</td>
<td>Pope John Paul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sent Peter Becelica</td>
<td>St Peter’s Basilica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandickt</td>
<td>Benedict</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retzinger</td>
<td>Ratzinger</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From the second section, we find this:

```
written          meaning
Foreign Byte 9/11  Fahrenheit 9/11
```

A.III.c.ii. grammar errors

There is some non-idiomatic English, as in this sequence:

```
BBC_ENG_20051208.audiovideo_quake
It was written on a banner 'good new'.
The picture of earthquake and the condition in video CD now.
This banner doesn’t seen again.
One shopkeeper told that the member of any organisation took it droving.
```

Our native speaker consultant has also noticed some translations which reverse the meaning -- these include word-choice errors as well as sentence structure discrepancies. In the first example, the word negative منفی in the Urdu text corresponds to the word positive in the English text:

```
JANG_ENG_20060331.89153
The helicopter crushed by any technical reason means while the Iraqi army; have arrested 70 people in Baghdad, there for the Iraqi election commission have announced that the positive result of election will come, after two week
dially 'therefore (darian asna) Iraqi Election Commision ergative said is for election genitive negative results coming in yet additional two week genitive hour [lge] will"
```

In this WSJ article (presumably translated from English to Urdu), our consultant says the phrase "one-third" is modifying the wrong part of the sentence. The Urdu sentence states that the projected Afrikaner homeland is to cover 1/3 of South Africa territory.

```
WSJ_ENG_20060331.1760
But their ideal of an Afrikaner homeland, an all-white reserve to be carved out of present-day South Africa, is a mainstream desire of the right-wing, which embraces about one-third of the country's five million whites.
```

A.III.c.iii. additional information in the translations

Some of the English translations contain explanations within the translations. These can be translations of borrowed words, or notations like “previous three words in English”. While not exactly an error, this can be problematic for word alignment.
The first example here contains a comment about a name, and a note pointing out a transliterated English word (سکرپت/skrpt/ “script”). The second example has a notation about English words, which appear in both transliteration and in English in the Urdu text (stick and carrot كرٹ). 

SAP_ENG_20041019.000107
Right from Amrinder Singh [Indian Punjab chief minister] to Gujral, all Indian leaders are reading the same script [preceding one word in English] that has been given to them by the Indian government.

SAP_ENG_20050830.000140
US Secretary of States Condoleezza Rice, while testifying before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, called it a policy of carrots and sticks [preceding three words in English].

A.III.d. numerals and punctuation
A.III.d.i. number reversals
We have noticed reversed numbers in some sentences, especially with decimals, also with some years. We have checked the unicode codepoints and determined that this is not an effect of the word processor display. Could this be due to confusion by Urdu writers when attempting to enter numbers for correct left to right display?

In the first example, the Urdu reads “01 pound” instead of “10 pound”. In the second example, we find “57%” instead of “75%”. 

EGO_ENG_20060222
They cost more than regular light bulbs (starting at $5), but can use 75% less electricity and last years longer.

NACC_ENG_20060222.ue
The renewal subscription is currently £10 per year.

More examples of numeral reversal can be found in LON_ENG_20050601.

A.III.d.ii. creative use of Roman numerals
Some of the English translations use Roman numerals to spell out ordinal numerals. 

BBC_ENG_20051112.1test_1stday
He is the VIth aged test captain cricketer of after the IIInd world war.

BBC_ENG_20051118.sibtain_an
My sister was also study in IIInd class.

BBC_ENG_20051201.lhr_3rdday_rza
Before this England team scored 288runs in its 1st innings.

A.III.d.iii. creative use of punctuation
In punctuating the Urdu text, the writers sometimes use Urdu punctuation, and sometimes use English punctuation. There is variation in the punctuation of numerals, which sometimes have a comma for a decimal point, may or may not have a slash before a unit word, and may or may not use a hamza as a year marker.

The tatweel, 0640, designed to lengthen characters for better visual presentation, appears in isolation as a short horizontal mark; this is sometimes used in the data as a substitute for the Urdu full stop character 06D4, or in multiples as a kind of hyphen. For examples, see:

MEHR_URD_20060331.148998
WSJ_URD_20060331.1760
WSJ_URD_20060331.1121

There is also some creative use of punctuation in the English text:

In JANG_ENG_20060331.90088, we find the lowercase letter o used in place of a degree mark: “oC” meaning “degrees Centigrade”.

There is one example of an emoticon:
MAR_ENG_20050127.0716
You haven't missed much :).

A.IV. Part of Speech Tagger
The POS tagger works best if the spelling is first normalized (Arabic forms > Urdu forms). The tagger also tags certain control characters (e.g., feff), so it is better to remove these first.

It would be useful to be able to tag words within sentences. To get the correct input format for the tagger, we had to change sentences into wordlists and append dummy tags.

The tag set differs from the Penn or MXPOST tagsets.

Inconsistency with punctuation: Punctuation marks should be tagged as PUNCT, but in our test files, we saw punctuation tagged as OTHER, or, in some sentences, final punctuation was tagged with that same punctuation mark as the tag value.
A.V. Named Entity Tagger

We noticed that the named entity tagger skips the last line of the input file.

We found it necessary to split up large files when using the tagger.

We note in Section A.III.b.ii. that the elements tagged as named entities in the laf files may contain extraneous material, such as adjoined postpositions or conjunctions. Tagged phrases sometimes include words that do not logically belong to the named entity. We also see tagged named entities with attached punctuation, and sometimes, punctuation alone tagged as a named entity (for example, an single-character ellipsis in laf file JANG_URD_20060331.77336, a three-character ellipsis in JANG_URD_20060331.77370).

Postpositions themselves are often tagged as named entities, and may occur with a range of type designations. The ergative postposition /ne/ is tagged variously as PER, LOC, and ORG, for example, while the genitive postposition /ke/ can be PER, LOC, ORG, or TIME.

A.VI. transliterator

The transliterator considers all vowel permutations between each pair of consonants. This makes it take too long or fail on large files, and introduces implausible translations (e.g., NAWAZ for نوز/nywz/ "news").

There are spelling errors in English word frequency list "governmnt", "industrys", "indpndent"; however, because these are lower in frequency than the correctly spelled words, this might not be a problem. (For example, “government” has its frequency listed at 1,655,352, while the misspelled “governmnt” has a listed frequency of only 7.)

The transliterator would be more useful if it could be applied to tagged words within a sentence (for example, we would like to tag a sentence for words not found in the lexicon, and then apply transliteration to just those words).

Positive: Since the transliterator uses a word frequency list, it would be possible to create different word lists for different domains. This might be helpful in providing some context-sensitive translation. For example, one might maintain a different word list for names as opposed to common nouns, or for newswire as opposed to travel utterances.

B. language-specific issues

Here we discuss general characteristics of Urdu or of Pakistani English that cause difficulties for the machine translation. We list them separately from Section A, which deals with problems specific to the LCTL materials.

B.I. Spelling
B.II. Spacing

We have already discussed spelling normalization (Sections A.I.i. and A.II.) and spacing issues (Section A.III.b.ii.). While these are general problems affecting Urdu text processing, they have a specific impact on the use of the LDC materials, as explained in those sections.
B. III. Unicode
B.III.a. Medial [e]
There is a generally known issue with Unicode support of Urdu for the spelling of a medial [e] 06D2. This letter must be written [i] 06CC in order to display properly in the middle of a word.

B.III.b. Right to left formatting
In order to create the appropriate directional formatting (right to left for most text, with embedded left to right numerals and Latin characters), a number of Unicode control characters are used. These can cause problems since a word with an attached control character is computationally distinct from the same word without the control character.

B.IV. Names and homophones
Many Urdu names are homophonous with other Urdu words: Aziz = beloved; Shoukat = dignity; Malik = state; Mir = chief; etc. This can be problematic if we are attempting to pre-translate named entities, for example.

B.V. Acronyms
Translated acronyms like BBC are generally written out with one word per letter (bi bi si). This creates a problem for word alignment; there can also be confusion when the elements of the acronym coincide with existing Urdu words. For example, a word-by-word translation of “bi bi si” is “teal teal thirty”.

We have noticed two acronyms in the data that follow the English pattern of one letter per word: the Pakistani agencies NEPRA (National Electric Power Regulatory Authority) and WAPDA (Water and Power Development Authority). These are written as single Urdu words: /nypra/ وایپی آر اے and /wapd.a/ وی او پی دی اے

The honorificﷺ PBUH, may be translated into English as a phrase or an acronym:
(May God bless him)
(Peace be upon him)
(PBUH)
(pbuh)

B.VI. Borrowing
B.VI.a. Prevalence of borrowing
Urdu writers may borrow from English even when native words are available. so sifar 'zero' is less frequent than its borrowed counterpart, 'zyro', and we see the numeral 9 sounded out as in English, ‘nine’ along with native 'nau'. Some further examples of borrowing:

JANG_ENG_20060331.86682
The chief operating officer of Intel movie Mr., Philip Moorish has said that these photographers have made new standards taking best photographs from digital cameras of Intel.
In the top ten, India comes in the last

B.VI.b. Identifying Borrowed Words
Transliteration of borrowed words may help the machine translation process, but it is not always easy to distinguish borrowed words. Borrowing may create homophones with existing words, such as English “Bill” = Urdu “twist”, English C = Urdu “thirty”; English K = Urdu postposition ke; etc.

One clue to help identify borrowings: English alveolar d, t are further back than dental Urdu d, t, and so are usually written in Urdu with retroflex t and d. Seeing these characters is a clue that the word may be borrowed.

B.VI.c. Interaction of borrowed words and native morphology:
Urdu speakers may borrow an English word, and then apply an Urdu inflection. So we get Urdu plurals in leader-oN, smuggler-oN, etc. Here, we see the borrowed word “wicket” with the Urdu plural suffix: وکٹیں

This blended morphology makes it more difficult to identify and transliterate borrowed English words.

B.VI.d. Borrowing complicates numeral phrase patterns:
The numeral pattern is complicated by the option of using transliterated English unit words like /myln/ “million”. Since the unit words divide at different quantities for Urdu and English, by choosing one system or the other, the Urdu speaker may have multiple possible ways to express a single quantity. Here, /lakh/ is the Urdu word for 100,000.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>3.5 million</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Urdu</td>
<td>3.5 myln</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urdu</td>
<td>35 lakh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Note: The Urdu language also has words to express "plus one half" ساڑھے /sarhe/, "one and a half" تیزہ /dyrh/, and "two and a half" دھائی /dha’y/, and these create additional possibilities. For example,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Urdu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>250,000</td>
<td>dha’y lakh (2½ 100,000)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

English: 5:30
Urdu: sarhe panch bje (+½ 5 o’clock)

B.VII. Pakistani Vocabulary
B.VII.a. British vs American English
There is of course a British character to Pakistani English, and this affects machine translation. In looking at the parallel text, we find that the English translations include both British and American spellings, with slightly more American spellings. Computationally, words like “honor” and “honour” are distinct, so it is useful to normalize to either British or American spelling.

B.VII.b. Pakistani English: local vocabulary
We see specific local words like godowns and incharge; there are also certain abbreviations like s/o for “son of”. We also see differences in the use of plural forms (machineries instead of machinery).

We see vocabulary choices that are atypical in American English (expulsive for explosive), as well as neologisms like juditional for judicial. It is not clear whether all of these are expressions of the local English dialect, or whether some of them are translation errors.

Examples of local vocabulary:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Found</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>godowns</td>
<td>warehouses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tubewells</td>
<td>simple wells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nazim</td>
<td>a local official</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incharge</td>
<td>a job title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>machineries</td>
<td>machinery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>informations</td>
<td>information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>furiousness</td>
<td>fury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>satisfactable</td>
<td>satisfactory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>explosive</td>
<td>explosive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>redressal</td>
<td>redress</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Found</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>increscent</td>
<td>increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incensement</td>
<td>increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>increasement</td>
<td>increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pilgrimers</td>
<td>pilgrims</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
C. SCREAM Lab Innovations

C.I. Lexicon

C.I.a. Corrections and Additions

C.I.a.i. Additions:
We made 2252 additions to the LCTL Urdu lexicon to create our augmented lexicon, “auglex”. Because of other corrections (see below), we also removed or collapsed 671 entries, giving us a final auglex with 1581 more entries than the original LCTL lexicon.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>auglex dictionary</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>retained LCTL entries</td>
<td>25,692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auglex additions</td>
<td>2,252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>27,944</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In adding words to the lexicon, we focused on words occurring with high frequency in the training data. We collected the highest frequency words that were not found in the lexicon, and prioritized these for translation, either by examination of the word in context, or through consultation with a native speaker of Urdu. We also focused attention on words found in headlines, unknown words tagged as named entities, and words that remained persistent unknowns in the output of our machine translation process. Other words were added opportunistically as we translated particular sentences in order to analyze alignment or spelling problems.

We experimented with dividing the auglex into common words and named entities, for the purpose of pre-translating named entities. We further divided the named entity section into names with distinct meanings, and names with multiple English meanings/spellings, as we do not want to pre-translate a word as a name if it has other possible meanings (e.g., malik = state). There are 2039 entries in the regular NE sub-lexicon, and 171 entries in the multiple-NE sub-lexicon.

C.I.a.ii. Corrections:
We do not have a current count of the number of corrected entries. We made systematic corrections for reversed phrases and comma-separated glosses. In addition, we corrected some spelling errors and POS errors as we came across them, and we re-ordered some gloss entries to make the more common meaning the first meaning. At the same time, we normalized spelling in the augmented lexicon. These spelling changes caused us to collapse many entries that differed only in the use of diacritics. Altogether, we removed 671 entries from the original LCTL lexicon.
Here is an example of entries that were collapsed. The original lexicon has:

<ENTRY id="LEX-URD-01932100">
  <WORD>اتھر</WORD>
  <POS>NONE</POS><GLOSS source="urdu.lex">changeable</GLOSS>
  <POS>NONE</POS><GLOSS source="urdu.lex">inconstant</GLOSS>
</ENTRY>

<ENTRY id="LEX-URD-01105400">
  <WORD>اتھر</WORD>
  <POS>NONE</POS><GLOSS source="urdu.lex">changefull</GLOSS>
  <POS>NONE</POS><GLOSS source="urdu.lex">lubric</GLOSS>
  <POS>NONE</POS><GLOSS source="urdu.lex">lubrical</GLOSS>
  <POS>NONE</POS><GLOSS source="urdu.lex">restless</GLOSS>
  <POS>NONE</POS><GLOSS source="urdu.lex">unsteady</GLOSS>
</ENTRY>

But our derived auglex has no entry for LEX-URD-01932100. After removal of the diacritic, LEX-URD-01932100 combines with LEX-URD-01105400:

<ENTRY id="LEX-URD-01105400">
  <WORD>اتھر</WORD>
  <POS>NONE</POS><GLOSS source="urdu.lex">changefull</GLOSS>
  <POS>NONE</POS><GLOSS source="urdu.lex">lubric</GLOSS>
  <POS>NONE</POS><GLOSS source="urdu.lex">lubrical</GLOSS>
  <POS>NONE</POS><GLOSS source="urdu.lex">restless</GLOSS>
  <POS>NONE</POS><GLOSS source="urdu.lex">unsteady</GLOSS>
  <POS>NONE</POS><GLOSS source="urdu.lex">changeable</GLOSS>
  <POS>NONE</POS><GLOSS source="urdu.lex">inconstant</GLOSS>
</ENTRY>

We noted in Section A.I.g.i. that the lexicon contains spelling errors in the English glosses. We tried using the Aspell spellchecker program to correct these errors. We had the program consult its references for both British and American English, and we set up the program to ignore uppercase words (to protect named entities), hyphenated words, and numbers. Even with these conditions, the results were not viable: While Aspell successfully corrects some misspelled words, the lexicon also contains rare words that are unknown to Aspell, and these are changed to more common words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lexicon Gloss Entry</th>
<th>Aspell Suggestion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sataition</td>
<td>satiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dialtory</td>
<td>dilatory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plutonic [correct]</td>
<td>Platonic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pemphigus [correct]</td>
<td>Memphis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Also problematic were the words that reflect the creative use of English morphology by Pakistani speakers (see Section B.VII.b). Spelling correction is inappropriate here.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lexicon Gloss Entry</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Aspell Suggestion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>reposal</td>
<td>repose</td>
<td>reprisal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>needments</td>
<td>necessities</td>
<td>tenements</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Spelling correction of the English gloss entries will have to be a supervised process.

C.I.b. Inflections
In addition to defining the 2,252 high frequency words described above, we added inflected forms to the lexicon by bringing in the forms of the Humayoun morphological analyzer. The Humayoun morphological analyzer contains 4,045 Urdu stems, with 106,931 inflected forms, but lacks English definitions. We brought these into the lexicon, combining them with any existing gloss and morph entries. The resulting “auglex-plus-humayoun” lexicon has 44,290 entries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>auglex-plus-humayoun dictionary</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>retained LCTL entries</td>
<td>25,692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auglex additions</td>
<td>2,252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humayoun additions</td>
<td>16,346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>44,290</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C.II. Spelling Normalization
Building on the LDC provided script, UrduPresentation2Regular.tcl, we developed a spelling normalization program that converts from Arabic script to Urdu script. This program includes the corrections noted here in Section A.II, as well as mappings for the Arabic presentation forms. Our partners at MIT created a different normalization program that converts from Urdu script to Arabic script.

C.III. Parallel Text
Note: most of our work with the parallel text was done subsequent to a lowercasing process, so some proper names are cited here in lower case.

British vs. American English
We used the Aspell spell checker to count the number of British vs. American spellings; finding a slight majority for American spellings, we then used the Varcon program to normalize the text to American spellings.

Spelling Errors: English
Many misspellings can be automatically corrected. We have compiled a list of over 700 words that are clearly misspelled, together with their corrected forms, for use in automatic spelling correction via the Varcon program. For example,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>original</th>
<th>correction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tonigt</td>
<td>tonight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thursday</td>
<td>thursday</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We also created a list of 3800 protected words: These are words that we believe to be local names or vocabulary that should not be corrected (e.g., sindh), along with ordinary English words that aren’t covered by the Aspell dictionary (e.g., biosciences) and website terms like bbc persian.

Hand editing: English
For some spelling errors, we have had to hand edit files. This includes removing leftover HTML and examining words in context to determine whether we have a misspelled word or a correctly spelled named entity (e.g., the word gardener vs. the name gardner).

Split and Compounded Words: Urdu
In Section A.III.b.ii., we give examples of Urdu words in which conjunctions and postpositions have been attached to the word, as in the example بلیئر اور Blair + and. We have developed a program to automatically split off potential conjunctions and postpositions from unknown words. This corrects many of the run-together words, but also has the potential to split up legitimate unknown words like San Francisco فرانسسکو and Orlando اورلینڈو (taking –ko as a postposition, and aor- as the conjunction, respectively).

Split and Compounded Words: Urdu and English
We have also experimented with a program that identifies split and compounded words by comparing bigram and unigram counts. This is a language-independent technique, that can find errors in the English as well as the Urdu.

C.IV. POS tagging
When using the LCTL POS tagger, we first normalize our data to Urdu spelling and remove control characters; then we apply a program separates each sentence into one word per line and adds a dummy tag, in order to provide the correct input to the tagger. After tagging, we apply another program to reconstitute the file into running text. We also apply a program to convert the LCTL POS tags to either the MXPOST or the Penn tagset.

C.V. NE tagging
When using the LCTL NE tagger, we first split large files into subfiles, adding a dummy line to the end of each file (since the tagger skips the last line). After tagging, we reconstitute the files.

C.VI. Transliteration
We created a new transliterator program that improves performance with words that have been borrowed from English into Urdu. We followed the rule-and-dictionary approach of the LCTL transliterator, but we mapped Urdu characters to sounds, and used the CMU English pronunciation dictionary instead of a word frequency list in English spelling. As in the LCTL transliterator, we first matched consonants, and then dealt with vowels, but instead of considering every vowel permutation between every consonant pair, we made a language-
specific mapping. We mapped Urdu vowel characters to ipa sounds, and enabled the program to skip lax vowels in the English entries. We reduce the search space by only considering English words that match the consonantal pattern during the vowel mapping phase, making the program more efficient.

C.VII. Stemming

We have implemented a stemming program to help us make better use of the lexicon for inflected forms, using Ramanathan and Rao, A Lightweight Stemmer for Hindi, as our prototype. Our stemmer removes the longest possible inflection from the end of a word, maintaining a stem of at least two characters. When POS information is available, the program distinguishes nominal, verbal, and adjectival inflections. We use the stemmer to create factored data. The output of the stemmer can also be used to look up words that match either a word or stem entry in the LCTL lexicon.

Some restricted stemming is also useful in transliteration, to handle cases of Urdu morphology applied to borrowed English words (see Section B.VI.c. for examples).
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# LIST OF ACRONYMYS & GLOSSARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>711 HPW</td>
<td>711th Human Performance Wing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3Metric</td>
<td>A collection of SCREAM lab developed software tools to examine and modify results of word alignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3PartitionFilter</td>
<td>A software tool to include out-of-domain data when performing word alignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFLAT</td>
<td>African Language Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRL</td>
<td>Air Force Research Laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>Acoustic Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspell</td>
<td>a free open source spell checker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASR</td>
<td>automatic speech recognition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLAS</td>
<td>Basic Linear Algebra Subroutine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLEU</td>
<td>Bilingual Evaluation Understudy, an algorithm for evaluating the quality of text which has been machine-translated from one natural language to another(^\text{24}).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTEC</td>
<td>Basic Travel Expression Corpus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB</td>
<td>Callison-Burch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centrify Express</td>
<td>software that provides Linux integration into Microsoft Active Directory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cep</td>
<td>a unified, distributed storage system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CER</td>
<td>Character Error Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMLLR</td>
<td>Constrained Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPAN</td>
<td>Comprehensive Perl Archive Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>Central Processing Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSLM</td>
<td>Continuous Space Language Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSR</td>
<td>Continuous Speech Recognition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoD</td>
<td>Department of Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTIC</td>
<td>Defense Technical Information Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFmpeg</td>
<td>FFmpeg is a free software / open source project that produces libraries and programs for handling multimedia data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fisher</td>
<td>an English corpus of conversational telephone speech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMCF</td>
<td>Foreign Media Collaboration Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB</td>
<td>10(^9) bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GF</td>
<td>Grammatical Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gigaword</td>
<td>a text corpus produced by the Linguistic Data Consortium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIZA</td>
<td>Training program that learns statistical translation models from bilingual corpora, part of The EGYPT Statistical Machine Translation Toolkit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIZA++</td>
<td>GIZA++ is an extension of the GIZA program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLOSS</td>
<td>Global Language Online Support System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMM</td>
<td>Gaussian Mixture Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPGPU</td>
<td>General-purpose graphics processing unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUI</td>
<td>Graphical User Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hadoop</td>
<td>an open source software framework for data-intensive distributed applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPW</td>
<td>Human Performance Wing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HDdecode</td>
<td>Cambridge University large vocabulary continuous speech recognizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLDA</td>
<td>Heteroscedastic Linear Discriminate Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLT</td>
<td>Human Language Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMM</td>
<td>hidden markov model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTK</td>
<td>hidden markov model toolkit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTML</td>
<td>HyperText Markup Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTS</td>
<td>HMM-based Speech Synthesis System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUB4</td>
<td>1997 broadcast news corpus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICER</td>
<td>Information Operations Cyber Exploitation Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILR</td>
<td>Interagency Language Rating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IWSLT</td>
<td>International Workshop on Spoken Language Translation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Java</td>
<td>Java refers to a number of computer software products and specifications from Sun Microsystems that together provide a system for developing application software and deploying it in a cross-platform environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua</td>
<td>an open source MT system developed at Johns Hopkins University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KTH</td>
<td>Royal Institute of Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCTL</td>
<td>Less Commonly Taught Languages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDC</td>
<td>Linguistic Data Consortium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>A Unix-like free and open source Operating System.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM</td>
<td>language model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVCSR</td>
<td>Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recognizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metadata</td>
<td>Metadata is data providing information about one or more other pieces of data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meteor</td>
<td>an automatic MT evaluation metric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meteor/NEXT</td>
<td>an automatic MT evaluation metric based on Meteor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFCC</td>
<td>Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIT</td>
<td>Massachusetts Institute of Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIT/LL</td>
<td>Massachusetts Institute of Technology Lincoln Laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML</td>
<td>Maximum Likelihood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moses</td>
<td>a free software statistical MT engine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPE</td>
<td>Minimum Phone Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td>Machine translation (MT) is a sub-field of computational linguistics that investigates the use of computer software to translate text or speech from one natural language to another.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT Eval</td>
<td>Machine Translation Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MySQL</td>
<td>MySQL is a relational database management system (RDBMS) that runs as a server providing multi-user access to a number of databases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASIC</td>
<td>National Air and Space Intelligence Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFS</td>
<td>Network File System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newscom</td>
<td>A provider of high-quality images, video and other supplemental content from a vast array of global sources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NILE</td>
<td>A word alignment software package</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIST</td>
<td>National Institute of Standards and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLP</td>
<td>natural language processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLTK</td>
<td>Natural Language Toolkit (<a href="http://nltk.org">http://nltk.org</a>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCR</td>
<td>Optical Character Recognition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OGS  Open Grid Scheduler, an open-source project based on SGE
OOV  Out Of Vocabulary
Parex Paraphrase Extraction
PDF  Portable Document Format (Adobe)
Perl  Perl is a high-level, general-purpose, interpreted, dynamic programming language.
PHP  PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor is a widely used, general-purpose scripting language that was originally designed for web development to produce dynamic web pages.
PLP  Perceptual Linear Prediction
PostCAT Posterior Constrained Alignment Toolkit
Python Python is an interpreted, general-purpose high-level programming language whose design philosophy emphasizes code readability.
PLF  Python Lattice Format
RAID RAID, an acronym for Redundant Array of Independent Disks is a technology that provides increased storage reliability through redundancy.
RDBMS Relational DataBase Management System
SALT Speech and Language Translation
SAT  Speaker Adaptive Training
SCREAM Speech and Communication Research, Engineering, Analysis, and Modeling
SGE  Sun (now Oracle) Grid Engine, an open-source batch queuing system
SLF  Standard Lattice Format
SMT2 Statistical Machine Translation software created by MIT/LL and the SCREAM Laboratory that interfaces with Moses.
SLTS Spoken Language Translation Systems
SOA  Service Oriented Architecture
SSO  Single Sign-On
SRILM Stanford Research Institute Language Modeling toolkit
Sphinx-4 an open source large vocabulary continuous speech recognition engine
SS  Speech Synthesis
Systran A commercially available MT software system
TB  10^{12} bytes.
TDT4 Topic Detection and Tracking corpus
TED Talks TED (Technology, Entertainment, and Design) is a global set of conferences owned by the private non-profit Sapling Foundation, formed to disseminate “ideas worth spreading”25 (http://www.ted.com/).
TextCat A text language classifier
Thrax an extractor for synchronous context-free grammars for use in MT
TRANSTAC Spoken Language Communication and Translation System for Tactical Use
Treebank A text corpus in which each sentence has been annotated with syntactic structure
TTS  Text Translation Systems
TW  Translator Workbench

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>URL</td>
<td>Uniform Resource Locator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VarCon</td>
<td>variant conversion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WER</td>
<td>Word Error Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMT</td>
<td>Workshop on statistical Machine Translation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMT11</td>
<td>2011 Workshop on statistical Machine Translation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSDL</td>
<td>Web Services Description Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSJ</td>
<td>Wall Street Journal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XFS</td>
<td>a high-performance journaling file system created by Silicon Graphics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XML</td>
<td>eXensible Markup Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZeroMQ</td>
<td>a high-performance asynchronous messaging library</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>